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"The South's Independent Weekly"
Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Doing Business With You. Patronize Them.
MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1964

Mich. Catholic
Bishop Backs
Rights Bill
DETROIT — (UPI) — A 10dieint statement supporting the
Wiministration's Civil Rights
Bill was distributed in Michigan Roman Catholic Churches
on orders of the Most Rev.
John F. Dearden, archbishop
of Detroit.
Numerous questions were Mr. Moody's body was taken little more than two dollars
Bishop Dearden's order was
circulated last week after a from a house at 719 Walnut, was found on him.
distributed throughout Michiveteran Memphis barber had where the owner, Kneeland BURIED SUNDAY
gan on orders of Bishops at
An innocent pe son who
Grand
a heart attack and died in the Brown, told officers that the When brought to the hospiRapids,
Marquette,
dropped and broke a bottle of
Lansing and Saginaw.
bedroom of a friend, while his barber had stopped by and told tal, he was clad only in a pair
disinfectant in a South Memwife was waiting for him 'to him that he wanted to lie down of trousers. His shoes, shirt,
At the same time, the
phis lunchroom last Saturday
and rest for a while,
come home from his shop,
coat and other garments were
church outlined its views on
set the stage for a rnurder later
The victim was James E. Police were told that about not with him.
racial justice and equality in
that day.
Moody of 1117 Tulley st., who 30 minutes later, Brown's sister, Fu ne r a I services for Mr.
sermons.
The victim was Elijah Grandoperated Moody's Square Deal Miss Minnie Sue Brown, went Moody were held last Sunday
While
Bishop
Dearden's
berry, 37, of 2196 Castex St.
Barber shop at 425 S. Orleans. into the room w h e re Mr. aft e r n oo n at the Temple
statement was being distributArrested
after he fled the scene
Mrs. Ada E. Moody, the vie- Moody was supposed to be Church of God in Christ with
ed, about 400 men, who idenand went home was: Albert
tim's widow, wanted to know resting and "tried to awaken Elder C. H. "Bob" Mason detified themselves as Catholic
Taylor. 45, of 263 W. Frank St.
why he only had three dollars him and couldn't."
livering the eulogy. Interment
laymen, distributed literature
According to Homicide Capt.
on his person after the usual HOME WAITING
was in New Park cemetery.
denouncing the civil rights bill
E. C. Swann, the two men were
Friday night's work, when he Mrs. Moody said that she had
Mr. M oody had operated
as a step toward the establishin Diane's Luncheonette at
would normally have had a talked to her husband about barber shops in Memphis for
ment of a "totalitarian police
e" in America.
Attendants at the hospital she was waiting up and sewing located on Lauderdale street
The men placed the literathe other,"You smell like Pinewanted to know what had hap-'between 1:30 and 2 a.m. Satur- before the slum clearance projture on car windows or hand! pened to Mr. Moody's clothing, day morning when the phone Oct. He then moved to the site
ed them out by church doors.
Insulted at the remark, the
for he was brought into the rang and Taylor Hayes of T. H. at 425 S. Orleans.
Bishop Dearden's statement,
.second man replied to the othhospital dressed only in a pair Hayes and Sons Funeral home Survivors include three sons: I
called the Civil Rights Will
er, "You smell like Pinesol."
of trousers,
called and told her that he Larry Moody and Jake Moody
"the most significant effort to
The argument went back and
•liad carried her husband to the of Chicago, and James Alger- Invited
NOT ANSWERED
achieve equal protection of the!
for a few minutes, acAs the victim was laid to hospital and that he had died,' non of Los Angeles, Calif.
laws for Negroes in this cencording
to witnesses, until one
rest last Sunday, the two ques- "As: soon as I found out that S. W. Qualls and Company'
e
tury."
invited
the other outside to
it was Mr. Hayes on the line,", was in charge of final arrange- 1
tions remained unanswered,
The statement said that no
settle the dispute.
But the subject of what killed Mrs. Moody said, "I knew what'ments.
Catholic "in good consciPULLED PISTOL
the victim was determined by had happened. My husband had
ence" could sign petitions or
After the pair fought outan autopsy, which revealed • been suffering from a heart
n
c
e
Executive
A.
I
n
a
u
r
a
support legislation to dany
'aide, Taylor pulled a .22 calibre
that the barber had suffered ailment since 1962, but he did
Walker
has
been
inWee°
Negroes and other minority
nine-shot automatic from his
riot like to complain."
The tall, strikingly beautiful the Grand Jubtlea.Parade. Mrs.fa heart attack.
vited to go on a diplomatic pocket and shot Grandberry
groups equal housing opporAfter Mrs. Moody arrived at!
"Miss Jubilect" of 1964 is 17-Irene DaviS:T9113"Queen of the
S.
governmission
for
the
U.
tunities.
three times, striking him in the
'the hospital and identified herI
year-old soft spoken, DorothylMemphis Cotton Makers' Jubment. The invitation was ex- left leg and chest.
"Racial discrimination is a Bryant, an 11th grade student ilee, urged her to enter the
Ihusband, she told officers, that
tended to him last Friday by
Taylor was recognized at the
national problem that requires at Carver high school. She contest.
[ he
f should have had a large sum
Secretary of Commerce Luther scene, but jumped into a
federal action," the statementj lives with her grandmother,' Miss Jubilect of 1964 plays
blue
• 'o money on him, but only a
President
Lyndon
Hodges
for
.and white Plyinouth and fled.
said. "We therefore, endorse I Mrs. Carrie Heard Corprue at both the piano and the organ
Johnson.
B.
Grandberry was ta ken to
the principles of the Presi- 32 East Trigg Ave. Her parents and enjoys just quietly listenWalker, president of Uni- John Gaston hospital and died
dent's civil rights program." are Mr and Mrs Jasper Bry- inc to jazz recordings among
versal Life Insurance com- early Sunday morning.
which her favorite is Dave
ant,
pany end the Tri-State Bank
Police arrested Taylor about
. Miss Jubilect loves clothes' Brubeck.
of Memphis, told the Tri-State two hours later when he surand wears them well as she is She will dominate the "Miss,
Defender that he will accept rendered at his home. He also
6" tall and weighs 125 lbs. Jublicet" float in the Grand'
the invitation, however, he has gave them the pistol that he
She is a member of Greaterlubilee Parade Friday night,.
not been given iiet,ails-a. ktle ,used to shoot Grandberry.
an
anrgaede forms
uCn
htmc
d ahy,aMtay iln5tahn.d TEhxechpa
h tea
The !Huff City PTA Counforeign trip nor the country
Taylor was charged with
M
w htereMt)
she
sh
ri
Baptistteaches' S
cil has scheduled a meeting for
or countries to which he will murder on Monday.
School and sings in the junior moves down Main Street to
11 a.m. Friday, April 17 at the
sent.
be
T a II, handsome Evande
'Beale where it turns East for
Sarah Brown Branch YWCA,
Walton is playing the part of r At school she is active in the a show at Third and Hernando
1044 Mississippi Blvd. anone of three mecs (P'mos) in New Homemakers of America.Grand Stand. It will disband at
nounces the president, Mrs
Irma La Duce, a stage produc- and the Spanish clubs. She is'Beale and Wellington Streets.
Margaret Turner.
title
"Miss
Jubilect"
or
The
tion now playing at the Front a young leader in the Elk's'
Mrs. Turner urges all PTA
Street theatre, which opened organization and in 1963 wore "Mr. Jubilect" and the grand
presidents to report their
Fifteen students at Owen
a
scholarship
to
prizes
.
the
Emancipathe crown of "Miss
March 10.
transportation fee to the state
When the Bluff City and
college were given recognition
the
winner's
choice
college
of
title,
tion."
As
wearer
of
that
Walton said that he has
meeting.
during Honors convocation Shelby County Council of
never appeared in a stage play and under the leadership of and the wardrobe were sought
recently.
at
the
college
held
Civic Clubs hold its regular
APPOINTED TO MTA
before now other than several Mrs. Josie Combs Moore, she by 35 students from five high
Honored were students on the meeting at The Sarah Brown
schools
throughout
Memphis
in
prize-winning
float
rode
the
variety shows during his high
Thomas II. Hayes, secretary of
honor roll and the dean's list. Branch YWCA, 1044 Mississipand Shelby County
schools days at Booker T.
t Beebe
at m
Fianngaaal English pi, Sunday, April 12 at 4 p.m.,
Union Protective Life InsurWashington and during his
sas High Rufus Jones, chairman of the
insMtrrusc. tor
'ance company, was unanicareer in the U. S. Army (1961School, was the featured current NAACP membership
mously approved by the City
63). He also sang at Service
speaker,
drive, will address the council
Commission for appointment to
clubs in the army.
Pres. Charles L. Dinkins on behalf of the drive.
the
Memphis
Transit
Authority
The
annual
High
School
He said he has not planned
spoke challenging words to The president of the Counpopular fora? a Cento become an actor but he' The
AUGUSTINE, Fla. — last week to succeed A. Maceo Senior Day Scholarship Testthe honor students.
cil, Frank R. Kilpatrick, said
878 ST
d's -e iur
M
t
•
ing
program
will
be
held
at
Walker,
Universal
president
of
a
concert
to
become
wants
allMrs. Edith J. Cox, widely On The 1963 Fall semester that delinquent civic clubs
Mississippi Blvd., is schedul- (UPI) — The previously
Saturday,
April
Owen
college
Life
singer. He has a baritone
Insurance
company
and
Methodist Church
known
was Dean's List were Charles L. must reinstate during the
ed to be held at 5:30 p.m. Sun- white Grace
voice.
Cemetery Cabbage, Georgia E. Hunter, meeting to be eligible to conTri-State Bank of Memphis. He 18 beginning at 8:30 AM.
. uCracrhmeclirCeleems'
in
inMeth
day, April 12. Panelists will in- admitted eight Negroes to its
and
Tryouts
for
choir
the
He also told of the time he
follow-ary
ent
e
n
c
ansgt aervSaturdayioea afternoon,
was nominated for the post by
Juanita Branch, Alberta John- tinue their affiliation with the
well known local services without incident.
the basketball team will be
oduced, directed and ap- clude four
at
The Rev. John Gill said the Mayor William B. Ingram. Jr.
son, and James Oliver Weary. Council and be included in
held following the general Methodist church with Rev.
"Pared in a variety at Handy citizens.
The 1963 Fall Semester the new directory that CounThe regular monthly forums services "went right smooth- The job pays 55.000 a year. His academic test.
theatre,
James M. Lawson, Jr., offici- Honor Roll consists of Lou- cil is about to publish.
nomination was approved by
are sponsored by the church's ly."
All local high school seniors I ating. Directing the funeral
yenta Harley, Bethel Lee HarAlso, petitions to urge U. S.
Commission on Social Concern Gill said he knew nothing a- the Unity League of Memphis. are eligible to participate.
was the R. S. Lewis & Sons ris, Peggy Jeane
Wilkes, Senators to pass Civil Rights
Know Your Negro History of which Miss Addie Golden bout a report the Negroes, acfuneral
home.
Gen,
oogrngeey,AG
Ieixoarioduear BW
oiy dl RAonn.
n legislation, will be distributed
In 1870, 4000 Negroes lived is president. Thaddeus T. companied by the Rev. Wil- tIIIII1811111f1111111111111011111111811111116111111111111611111111111t11111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111111(11111
Mrs. Cox, referred to as the
to the various civic clubs, said
Stokes editor of the Tri-State liam Hudson, pastor of the
in Chicago.
mother of Centenary church, ert Edwards, Avrette Johnson, Kilpatrick.
There were about 230 Negro Defender, is the moderator. United Church of Lunenburg,
was the widow of the late Eph- Vivian Perkins and Thelma All standing committees will
newspapers in the United Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr. is Mass., first were turned away .•
am J. Cox who had been a,Lee
be ask to report.
from the church.
the church's pastor.
States in the early 1940s.
pastor of the church in the'
20's before the present structure was erected. The congreInealliiiIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111110111111Inennelellellellifilenli""111/11111.gation met t in what is now
E. J. Cox Hall,
HARRIET TURMAN,
ized that the new Fugitive known as the
of the church:
THE 'MOSES'
Sieve Act really meant that / the basement
named many
The
hall
was
(Eighth in a Series)
her charges were not safe
years ago, in honor of Mrs.
The most famous Negro when she delivered them to
guide for the Underground Chester or Philadelphia, she IC"'
She died at the home of her
Railroad was Harriet Tubman, resolved to take them to Canfosterclaught
wno was caiieoe M0555 Os a a to insure tnemr satety.
Isom, 352 LaClede Ave.,A
By 1852 slaveholders were 1, after a sustained illness.
her people. She was once introduced to Wendell Phillips offerin a total of $40,000 for Several months ago she had
by John Brown as "one of the her dead or alive.
Iundergone surgery while visitbest and bravest persons on GREATEST CONDUCTOR
ing a sisterMsywood, Ill.
this continent."
Harriet Tubman
.She returned to Memphis on
Born a slave in Maryland very famous in the North as March 26 and suffered a fatal
about 1820, she escaped in well and often had to appear stroke March 27 while on a
1849 and was not heard from at meetings. Important leaders visit to her home, 1312 Vollenuntil more than a year had such as oarrison and even tine St.
passed. Then one night in 1850 William Henry Seward, later A native of Whitesbarg in
a cabin door swung open and Lincoln's secretary of state, Ham tin County, Tenn. she
a Maryland slave started to his honored her with their friend- came to Memphis more than a
feet. At the door stood a worn- ship. Seward once said of her, half century ago. She was a
so who cried, "It's me, Har- a nobler, higher spirit; or a graduate of Morristown college
riet. It's time to go North!"
truer, seldom dwells in human in Morristown, Tenn. After
Thus began her heroic jour- form."
moving to Memphis she beneys via .the Underground
This magnificent member came one of the pioneer kinderRailroad to lead 300 slaves to of the Underground Railroad garten teachers here, She opewas perhaps its greatest con- rated a kindergarten until her I
freedom. She
ductor. An escaped slave, failing health caused her to
.ions into the
agent and conductor on the discontinue it several years
led 300 slaves
TO CANADA
Underground Railroad, Aboli- ago.
NO WELCOME HERE
tionist
organizer, and friend
She always
She was once president of
IntereollegiNlemphis State and several
Members
of
the
of
John
Tubfar
Brown,
Harriet
urday night in order to be
the Women's Society of Christschools, had been adof
the
NAACP
high
chapter
ate
man
served
throughout
the
could
She
was
ian Service.
affiliated
gone before an alarm
muted to other churches bebe sounded. Her trips to Mary- Civil war as a nurse, then "as with several other church or- were kept outside In the rain
the
automobile
In
which
when
a
driver
of
injured
Alley,
and
three
One was killed
fore they attempted to worlast Sunday when they atland were made after she had commander of several men ganizations.
the other two men were riding, Driver of
truck, heavily loaded with lumber knocked
ship at Second Presbyterian.
Survivors include a sister, tempted to enter the Second
saved encrugh money out of who were scouts during the
the truck, Gilbert Lewis, 27, of Uniontown,
an automobile against a utility pole at
her own wages to help finance late War of Rebellion, under Mrs. Joella Williamson of May- Presbyterian church at Pop- The pastor, Dr. Henry E.
Ky., escaped injury. The crash occurred
Vance and Lauderdale, last Monday. The
Russell, is the brother of
the trips. She threatened to directions and orders of Ed- wood, Ill.; two foster daugh- lar and Goodlett. Blocking
about 11:45 at night at a time when tlie
crash demolished the front of the Vance
kill any fugitive who wanted win M. Stanton, secretary of ters, Mrs. John W. Isom and them were church officials
U. S. Senator Richard B.
cafe was empty. Witnesses said the cause
lisle Cafe at the corner. Killed was Albert
to turn back and none ever did war, and of several generals." Mrs. Margaret B is hop; one and police. The integrated
Russell of Georgia. 1Withers
of the accident skits "improperly working so. In this way she was able to She continued to work for the stepson, Fred Cox, one stepReed, 29 of 800 N. Seventh St. Injured
Photo)
team of 16, representing
traffic light." (Staff Photo by Billy
avoid publicity and detection. rights of Negroes until her grandson, Albert Cox, nephews students from southwestern.
were Leroy Dotson, 26, of 516 Pontotoc
nieces.
I
and
real1913,
death
in
Tubman
When
Artesian
Duncan)
Harriet
Al•e„ and Bobby Harris, 24 of 003
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He Plays A `Pimp7.5'
*a Irma La Duce

15 Students Cited
At Owen College

Monthly Forum At
Centenary Sunday

Negroes Pray

In Fla. Church

12th Graders To
Be Tested At
Owen, Saturday

N egroes Of Bygone Days

A Pioneer
Kindergarten
Teacher

Civic Club Council
To Petition Senators
For Civil Rights

'ea**
The Mitchell - Ruff Trio, hornist, and drummer Charles
which will render a jazz con- Smith set up a colorful varicert in LeMoyne College's ety of tonal combinations and
Bruce Hall, Friday night, April. explore both new and old
17, is one of the freshest and frontiers of Jazz.
newest instrumental combiSince the group's formation
nations to come along in a in 1955 its reputation has
long, long time.
grown by the proverbial
Dwike Mitchell, pianist; "leaps.d bounds," thanks to
Willie Ruff, bassist and French its wit and originality, and
high quality of its musical perception.
Tickets to the concert may
be purchased at LeMyone's
business office or at Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office.. Airman Third Class Effie M.
Mitchell and Ruff have gone DeBerry of Memphis, a membeyond the Milhaud-Schon- ber of the
Women in the Air
berg - Bartok syndrome and Force
(WAF), has been
found enlivening inspiration
in Bach, Scarliatti and Bee- assigned to MeChord A
thoven as well. Building on a Wash., for technical training
James William Hose, Jr., has firm foundation of the
classics, as a personnel specialist after
accomplished the coverted hon- along with the exuberant high completing basic training at
or of a Wood Badgeman, that spirits of jazz, they produce Greenville AFB, Miss., and will
rarely attained rank of men chamber works — inventive, be trained to prepare and
thoroughly dedicated to the modern with motivating with maintain personnel records and
training of boys in Scouting.l modern with motivating reports and to advise airmen
In doing so, Hose, a teacher I forces that embrace the free- on career development probof chemistry at Tennessee A & flowing ideas of Classicism lems. The daughter of Mr. and
I State University, became a and Romanticism.
The trio's playing schedule Mrs. Labon Hubbard, Sr., of
member of the international
474 Lucy, she is a graduate of
scout training team with world ranges from annual nationCarver High school.
headquarters at =well Park, wide college concert tours to
Engand. He is the only mem- children's concerts in public
ber of his race in the Middle schools. Between concert en- forces after their college days.
Tennessee Scouting Council to gagements the trio finds time Mitchell studied with Agi
hold the Wood Badge Beads. to record and play the leading Jambor at the Philadelphia
• jazz and supper clubs in the Musical Academy. Ruff holds
Hose, scoutmaster of Troop U.S.„ Canada and Europe as
the bachelor's and master's
Post
279
and
Vincent
of
St.
de
FIRST SCHOOL BAND FESTIVAL
well as Ruff's own supper
from
u:
ievw
1
ivaietie
eressitrhs,iUniversiPaul School, made application club, the Playback, in New
A large crowd gather In the gymnasium of Melrose high school last week
established by selectIng the most outstanding band members from each
ty. musicty.Charles
adult
for
Scouting's
highest
to attend the first city-wide band festival of all Negro senior and junior
member of the group, studied
school. They were presented medals. Each of the school bands rendered a leadership rank after being in- Haven, Conn.
high schools. Spotlighted was the "all-Memphis senior and junior
Mitchell and Ruff joined I o
aft Columbia University.
bands.
number. Among the junior high school bands were Porter. Lincoln and vited to do so by the Middle
Directing the senior all-city band was Richard "Tuft" Green of Melrose.
Corry. The senior bands Included Washington, Douglass, Melrose, Hamil- Tennessee Council. It took him
The first number by the band was Fraeluditun Allegro by Giannini. The
ton, Patterson, Carver, Manassas and Lester. The festival was sponsored less than one year to amass
second was a bandology. The junior all-city band did Mozart's Festival.
by the Bluff City Band Directors association of which Walter Martin, qualifications for the honor
under the direction of Nelson R. Jackson of Douglass high school. The
band director for Washington, Is president. — (Staff photo by Ernest which normally allows a full
second selection was a Spanish favored number. The all-city bands were
two-year period for evaluation
Withers)
Besides being an active week
to-week leader of boys in organized Scouting. Hose is now
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Supreme Colart
officially an authorized adult
trainer of other adults in sill by a 5 to 4 vote turned down a bid by former Missisphases of the scouting program sippi Gov. Ross Barnett and his successor, Gov. Paul
His new 'level of attainment B. Johnson,
Jr., for a jury trial in their criminal conalso adds substantially to the
The international head of A reception for Dr. Wolfe prestige of the Middle Tennes tempt of court case.
IS BACK FROM JERUSALEM, THE LAND OF
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Dr. will be held immediately after see Council, which is one of The majority opinion by
Deborah Partridge Wolfe of her speech in the church's an- only 20 of the 518 councils in Justice Tom Clark cited a cenMIRACLES. MOTHER CHRISTIAN HAS HELPED
demonstrated against segregaWashington, D.C., is expected nex.
the United States qualified to tury old court opinion from tion at the Rock Hill, S.C., ciMANY IN THIS TRI-STATE AREA AND GUARTb come here to deliver the
Mississippi
itself
precedent
as
training.
Badge
Wood
give
ty hall in March, 1960. re
ANTEES TO HELP YOU, FOR WHATEVER
keynote address when the so- The public Is Invited to at- Hose, whose son, Ja'mes W for the refusal.
tend the program and recepcourt also spelled out its views
rority's Alpha Eta Zeta chapYOUR PROBLEM MAY BE, SUCH AS LOVE,
member
of The ruling means Barnett on the rights of such demontion. Mrs. Annie M. Naylor is Hose, III, 13, is a
ter
celebrates
its
25th
anniverMARRIAGE, COURTSHIP, BUSINESS.
president of the sorority's local St. Vincent Troop 279, and and Johnson will be tried by strators in an opinion directed
sary, Sunday, April 12.
daughter, Kim, is a member of the judges of the 5th U. S. Cir- at the South Carolina Supreme
chapter.
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN YOUR HOME, SHE
She will address the sororiSt. Vincent Brownie Pack 279 cuit Court of Appeals on the Court, which .was reversed ,,in
REMOVES EVIL INFLUENCE, BAD LUCK,
ty's public program at 5 p.m.
has been active in Scouting as charges stemming from their two previous similar -cases.'
at Mississippi Boulevard ChrisRIGHT IN FRONT OF YOUR EYES. MOTHER
an adult leader in West Tennes unsuccessful efforts to block Threw out the murder contian Church, 978 Mississippi
see and here for the past eight the integration of the Universi- victions of two Kingston, N.
CHRISTIAN IS A GOD GIFTED RELIGIOUS
Blvd.
Negroes were not allowed years. He grew through the ty of Mississippi in 1962.
Negroes—Jesse James A
INDIAN WOMAN. REMEMBER IF THERE IS
In other actions, the court: and George Dixon—on groun
Dr. Wolfe, on leave as a pro- to enlist in the Union Army ranks as a boy in the program
Summarily
e
GOD'S HELP ON EARTH, BY THE TOUCH OF
reversed
t
h
fessor at Queens college in until the latter part
that Negroes were systematof 1862. attaining the top level of Eagle breach of peace convictions
a- ically excluded from grand juFlushing, N.Y., is serving as
Scout.
HER HAND, POWER OF GOD, WHAT YOUR
According
to
a
tradition,
at
gainst 65 Negro students who ry service in the county.
Who Was Peeking?
a liaison officer between Conleast one Negro came to "There's not a program any
EYES SEE, YOUR HEART MUST BELIEVE.
LONDON — (UPI) — Singer gress and the Department of America with Columbus, prob- where to provide for develop
SHE .ALSO GIVES LUCKY DAYS, ,LUCKY
ment of boys more than the
Marti Webb, 20, got married Health, Education and Wel- ably as pilot of the Nina.
NUMBERS. PLEASE DON'T CONFUSE HER
scouting program. A ooy can be
with a pair of white woolen fare on educational matters.
Sir John Hawkins, English prepared to meet any adult
Dr.
Wolfe
has
traveled
extights on under her wedding
WITH.A.NYONE ELSE YOU HAVE VISITED.
tensively in this country as slave trader of the 16th cen- citizenship responsibility
dress.
tury, used a Guinea Negro,
ASK ANYONE ABOUT MOTHER CHRISTIAN.
well as abroad.
She said without the tights Chairman of the public educated in Portugal, as an through training in the pro- The
Forrest City District . On Friday reports on StewLOCATED A SHORT DRIVE FROM MEMPHIS.
he weather Britain's coldest program is Mrs. Mabel E. interpreter during his North gram," Hose said.
Missions
nrdEr
bionsheaaci.
varn
idgaey"For an adult leader who as- Conference of the A.M.E.
5 MILES NORTH OF MILLINGTON, TENN, ON
Easter in 80 years — was just Hudson. Mrs. Bernice A. E. American expeditions.
pires to the Wood Badge Churdi will convene April 9- lism will
too
much.
Calloway is general chairman
HIGHWAY 51, CALL TE 7-6873 AT N1UNFORD,
The highest development of Beads," he emphasized, "it's a
night the local Ministerial Alof the anniversary,celebration social and political organiza- matter of dedication and you II at the St. Mark A.M.E. liance of Osceola will present
TENN. NO CHARGE, DONATION ONLY.
Osceola,
The
Church,
Ark.
the worship program. Their
Know Your Negro History which started several months tions among Negroes grew up must remain productive."
WATCH FOR SIGN WITH RED CROSS.
ago and will climax with this in West Africa in the region Hose is assisted in the St. Forrest City District embraces choirs will sing.
northeast
Arfollowing
the
Of the 33 Senators in the program.
known as the Sudan.
Rt. 2, BOY 283, .Atoka. Term.
Vincent Troop and Post pro- kansas counties: St Francis, Saturday noon, the Youth
Mississippi legislature in 1870,
gram by Dr. Carr Treherne, Craighead, Mississippi, Crit- Program; the selecting of a
five were Negroes.
District Calender and Fellowassistant scoutmaster, who is tendon and Poinisett.
ship luncheon.
Wood
undergoing
currently
W. A. Campbell, ,Saturday at 6:30 p.m., the
Badge qualification; Dr. M. W. The Rev.
Jackson, Pack 279 cubmaster; pastor of Enoch Ch ape 1, Coronation Ceremony will be ,
Blytheville, will preach the held. The Rt. Rev. John D.
and Paul G. King, committee
keynote sermon Thursday at Bright will deliver the
chairman.
a.m. Reports from the var- nation address and crown
ious pastoral charges will be Calender Queen.
made and literary reports in
The high school band and
Due to weather conditions most of our shrubbery orders
the afternoon,
choir of Osceola will render
came late — and at once —Now We Are LOADED! Large
The District has an annual special music. The youth choirs
Selection From Tremendous Stock.
budget of $11,000 which in- from the various churches of
cludes expenses for the follow- the Forrest City District and
MANY BARGAINS NOT LISTED
ing: Missions, Education, local youth choir will form a
We're
Loaded
with
Giant Values in
Stewardship, Evangelism, Dis- 100-voice choir and also Aye
trict maintenance and devel- individual selections.
Thg public is invited to all
106 prominent Negroes. represent opment.
ins a cross-section of Negro leader
of the services and activities.
choice
fields,
their
o
give
in many
Thusraclay, 7:30 p.m., Fel- Rev,. J. M. Watkins is Presidthe 10 most trusted white men oz
Willow Oaks
the subject of race relations. Chic lowship Service will feature ing Elder; Rev. W. M. WilkerJustice Earl Warren heads the list Rev. C. C. Akins, presiding son is host pastor, and ClarSee Nature's Rainbow of Colors
Who are the nest 9? Read Apri elder of the Newport District, ence T. Freeman is District
Veen leaf
Loaded in Pod and Bloom
EBONY!
who will preach the sermon. Steward.
MAPLE
BEAUTIFUL
Sulpr Leaf
61
MAPLE
PL AY IN
POP LA R
each
12 to 15 inch
la.g• Solect'oo ,owerine and ornemental
FOR

J. W. Hose Jr.
Wins High

Scout Honor

Zetas' International President
To Speak Here Sunday Afternoon

Dist. Conference Of AME Church
Set For Osceola, Ark. April 9-11

Gigantic SHRUBBERY Sale

cogp

10

AZALEAS Trees
'4 s. '12.50

HINO

Hino•Snow
Coral Bell

50c

each
S5 Doz.

Largest Assortment
of Bedding Plante
12 to the Basket
Eoch Plant

HOOKY
FREEDOM!

SHRUBBERY
Dwarf Chinese Holy....? gal. cant $1.25
Heller; Holly 'Large'
Jap Holly
92.50-53.00-4$310
0
Burfordi Holly
Red Top Photinia
$1.50
Virginia Cannaria
S5.50
Greek Juniper
S2.50
Pfitter Juniper
$2.50
Arborvitins
$2.50

$2.00—$3.00

75c

I Gal. Can
Ofher Slice end Vetiailes $5 is 55

California Armstrong No. I

ROSES

S9 00

$100

s1-9.50

Boxwoods $2 to $75
Lleettrunt-1 Get Cons
Acube
$1100
Golifspot hearties
tech.
Silver
Ogees it...yawl's
Er', Lore.,
Site

5100

• OPEN SUNDAY • THOUSANDS Of BARGAINS

GURLEY'S
AZALEA GARDENS
2194 MISSISSIPPI
946-8421
altr721it4ekrwra

super values in smart Spring dresses! .. costumes,
sheaths, 2 piecers in wool, cotton knits, crepes and
blended fibers ... you'll want several at this price! ...
juniors, misses and women's sizes.

It was "Freedom Day" in Chimp
Last October 22nd. On that day
more than 224,000 students stayer
away from classes. Since then, more
than 1,000,000 students have boycotted classes in the North. Rase
the picture-story in April EBONY!

reg. 12.98. 14.98. 17.98 19.98 - 22.98

WINOS
SINCE PDIABOLIQUE7

RIGHT
HAND
orTHE

"I am the King! I am the greatest!
I am the Chemp!“ How good is the
new heavyweight boxing champion?
Did Liston quit? Is Cassius going
to be around long? Read April
EBONY!
* * * * * * * * * * * ** * *
Other exciting picture-features:
• Harltni Rent Strike
• Pioneers In Protest, Prince Hell
by Lerone Bennett Jr.
• Negroes On Broseway
APRIL ISSUE at your
newsstand
or send
SO0 to

EBONY
11211. Salim
Clem, NI. $0116

Doft
starring

ARAM KATCHER
INTIRNATION•l 2111ASI
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A LeMoyne college Senior,
Miss Yarnell Logan, 20, of 2288
Amherst, is conducting a onewoman fund raising campaign
to help pay the cost of her trip
to Africa this summer.
She is one of 260 American
I youths selected to participate
,in a six-year-old project called
'Operation Crossroads Africa.
The project enables Amen.
cancollegians to work, study
land live with African students
in community centers, hospitals and schools. Its prime goal
i., to help create better living
onditions among Afro ans.
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CHURCH HELPS
She has been promised help
by her church, Open boor
Baptist at 1537 Florida, which
will give a musical this Sunday afternoon at 3, and the,
graduate and undergraduate
c
pha psto
ers
oriotfy.Alpha Kappa Al-

BEALE STREET, the most ing about "unity" itmon,-; Nefamous street in town has a gro Democrats when one look
new establishment. It is the ibehind the scene clearly points
'up that it is that same group
mosque or chola+ of the Black
(whites) which is aiding, abetMuslims, loeated at 364 Beale. ting and perpetuating the
One of the store-front win- split among Negro Democrats.
dows of the mosque is•painted This same small group has
Participating students are
a brilliant red with a half- been yielding to pressure from
due to assemble' 91- Douglas
moon and a big star. The on end of the stick, while at
college in New Brunswick,
words Filmdom-Equality, Jus- the same time taking the other
N. J., June 17, where they will
tice and Islam appear in the end of the stick and beating
spend a week being oriented.
tour corners of the window. other Negro Democrats over
The group of American students goin gto East Africa will
SHELBY COUNTY DEMO- the head. The forces-to-be are
leave from Kennedy InternaCRATS fared well at the state going about in the wrong
tional Airport, June 23, and
Democratic convention. They manner to bring about unity.
the section going to West Afobtained everything they set So far, they have used the
rica is due to leave June 27,
out to do . . . or nearly every- double-cross while talking out
Miss Logan, a graduate of,
hing: Jesse Turner and Rus- of both corners of their mouths
LAUNCH
Carver High and an elemen-'
sell Sugarmon were named about "unity."
Barton Beatty, second from right. naW.
are, from left. Dr. 1Valltiee T. Dooley. camNEEDS $1.700
tary education major at Lealternate delegates to the NaTHE J-U-G-S had the right
tional vice presidmt of the United Negro
paign vice chairman: Rev. Raymond T.
Director of the project is its Moyne, is the daughter of Mrs.
tional Democratic Convention decorations for their annual
College Fund, Inc., New York. joined comFerris,• Episcopal church minister, and
ounder, Dr. James Robinson, Mabel Logan, a teacher at the
to be held in Atlantic City, Living-Ads presentation last
munity leaders in Nashville recently in
w ho also founded Harlem's Delta Center School^ in Walls,
Father Kenneth of St. Vincent de Paul
N. J. A. W. Willis, Jr. was Friday night at the City audiWELDON,
NC.—A
promi- Church of the Master. Opera- Miss., and Spurley Logan, who
launching the city's UNCF drive for 1964.
named delegate-at-large from torium. Halls of the music
Catholic church. Tbe Se:14),BM UNCF goal
nent Negro businessman and tion Crossroads Africa is a is retired.
Shown with Beatty at a brief fellowship
the state of Tennessee. Tim were beautifully decorated i
was set at $12,009.
civil
rights
announced
leader
!privately sponsored program
Schaffer seated the delegates of with umbrellas—and the rains
s.ssion prior to an organizational meeting
She has six sisters, Marvenat a mass meeting here April oa goodwill between the Unithis choice. Chairman of the came.
ia, a student at LeMoyne: Ger,
1
that
he
will
a
be
write-in
ed States and African nations. aldine, a freshman at MemShelby Democratic Executive
THERE'S A GOOD REASON
icandidate for Congress in the
Total cost of Miss LOgan'S phis State: Gloria Ann, a
Committee, James Irwin sur- why tall handsome
Evander
'Second
District.
trip is $1./00. If she is sue- sophomore at Hamilton High
vived the squeeze-play. We Walton is
wearing a heavy
'
A.
C.
Cofield,
a 55-year-old i ces:4u' ill riusing $500, she will School; Mrs. Verline Logan
are surprised that the pres- French beard.
He is playing
'funeral director and chairman receive: a scholarship for the ,Jones, a mathematics teacher
sure-play even permitted him the part of
a "mec" (French
of
the
Halifax
County
Voters reillaining amount from the at Porter .Junior high School
to attend the National conven- for pimp) in
the stage producMovement, will oppose Rep. pro,itict. None of the students !and Mrs. Elsie Logan Payne,
tion as a delegate. .
tion of Irma La Douce, curL.
H.
Fountain
of
Tarboro
.in receive any salary.
a junior at Henderson BusiTHERE IS THAT GROUP of rently being presented at the
,the Democratic primary ekeMiss Imgan had raised a ness College.
local politicians who is holler- Front Street theatre.
Memphis youngsters by the, Miss Martha J. Nolen, Mulion May 30.
total of $350 on the weekend.
hundreds were "playing them • nicipal Sports Director, said
The Second District is made including a gift of $125 from
Hose to the vest"- this week I that competition began
HECKLE CHARLES
ltip of Halifax, Edgeeombe,•LeMoyne. She got most of this
as they competed for $200 in Wednesday, April 1, in all
SEEDSMAN, INC.
"s !Franklin, Lenoir, Northamp- money by selling 50-cent tickton, Vance, Warren and Wit ets, writing letters to facials'
Ono Of The Mid•South'I
ri7es in the city's second an- centers with finals to be playLargest Exclusive
counties. It includes a members of Carver
nual Rook Tournament.
ed on April 8.
GARDEN SUPPLY STORES
tightly segregated section of ..•11001, and Lealoyne and by
The tournament, co-sponsor- , "Hundreds of youngsters
1261 Madison Ave.
272-1711
North Carolina.
cont.:cling personal friends.
ed by the Memphis Recreationl
competed in last year's tournaDepartment and Parker Broth- '
ers. world's largest games ment," she added. "and we exmanufacturer. is nosy in ,prog- pect an even larger number
ress at the 15 neighboi'rod this year. Rook has always
been an exceptionally popular
'recreation centers.
game at our recreation centers."
--competition is divided into
e
COMING APRIL 28
groups for tournament
1,,ay: a junior division, 9-13,
The Bishop college choir of Dallas, Texas, will lw preand a senior division in the
sented in concert here in Bruce Hall on Tuesday night,
, 14-18 group. The eight meinApril 28, and a capacity audience is expected. Directing
berg of winning teams will be
the group will be J. Harrison Wilson. The group's official
Enus Moss, a former teacher
. awarded $25 U.S. Savings
name is the Coleridge-Taylor Choral Society.
i Bonds and runners-up will 1 a local high school, who ha
ill-dive copies of Parker Broth- been employed in the Men:ibis division of the U.S. Bo
er: games.
rear: of Custorhs since June.
i
OLD CROW
----1962, left Sunday for New Rib
chelle, N.Y. to attend a six. wicdt course in customs in.
ion.
This is believed to be the
first time that the U.S. Bu reau i
of Cusms
has conducted a
to
The famous Bishop College be Rev. A. E. Campbell, pas-ehool for customs inspectors.
hoir of Dallas, Texas, will tor of the Columbus Baptist
The
Port
of New York has been
HOME ON LEAVE
be presented in concert in church and president of the
The greatest name in
Plans for the state conven- conducting schools for its own
Baptist Home on leave recently after (y:insled
Bruce Hall at LeMoyne col- Tennessee Regular
nfd ubeauticians were
Ovum smodhOODM4MM It tOtWi e01151505 Wm M ui WMoDMWOLIkiViaiMAt
meetingd
i
sinspectors.
The classes skirted
lege on Tuesday night, April Convention.
recent
completing basic training at
April 5 and will continue until The choir, also known as
28, and a record audience is
of the executive hoard of the May 15.
Fort McClellan, Ala.,
the "Coleridge-Taylor Choral
is Pri- , Tennessee State Association
expected to be on hand.
at
vale Sandra Virginia Rhea, a
Moss is the only one from
Hosting the choir's perform- Society." had ,already gained 1963 graduate of Lester High 'the Beauticians Educational this customs
district, which inacclaim
the
whilenational
building,
522
ance. starting at 8 p.m., will,
Linden Ave. The cludes the states of Tennessee,
school was still in Marshall, school. She is scheduled to , convention is set for
October Arkansas and Mississippi, atTexas. It has gained greater enter the Army Medical in Memphis.
tending. District headquarters
prominence since the college School iit Fort Sam Houston,
The executive board is is in Memphis.
was relocated in Dallas.
Tex., for training before as !scheduled to meet here again
Moss came to Memphis to
Under the direction of J. signnient in the Army Med- in August,
said the state pres- teach at Owen college (1955Harrison Wilson, the choir has 'cal department. Miss Rhea I ident, Mrs.
Frankie Moore. 1959). Later he resigned to acmade numerous appearances entered the
Women's Army ,Mrs. Altura G. Lee is chair- cept a teaching position at Maon local and network radio
nassas high school.
Corps under the Army's
and television. One station,
"Choice Not Chance" proWFAA-TV, is currently using
a video-taped recording of the gram. She is the daughter iimmmiesellenuminmorryerere
ln•wo
choir singing 'The Star Span- of Mrs. Ruby R. Houston of
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
gled Banner" for the daily 3064 McAdoo ave. — (U.S. m
•
ARMS PHOTO) ,
sign-on and sign-off.
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Bishop College Choir
Coming Here April 28
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Beauticians To
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Hold Convention '
Here In October

ERCURY

CAR WASH $

•
I

and and ,
I render
th choirs
rches of
trict and
1 form a
also give

CALL US BEFORE 'YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL

0.1. EVERS

ed to all
activities
s Presid. Wilkernd ClerDistrict

•
Saturday: 1:30-3:30 - Sunday 3-5
FATHER BERTRAND HIGH SCHOOL
GYMNASIUM

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

1111

11•• to •ay yr:, to your
loon request"
r wornIn•d and Saint...020d by
If,. Stall. Department of
Insurance and Ran ki ng.

2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 71581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611

MERCURY PARK LANE
BREEZEWAY 2 DR. H.T.

•
•

Friday

gEfita RS MARAUDER PARK
LANE 2 DR. }LT.

AWNINGS
Reconditioned
TV's
Free
Service & Warranty

Witt to do business with us. You,
tee, will Mop our courteous treatment and &mire to help you.
"Opsn Thursday end Friday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Moms Owned - Home Operated

a

3100 Summer at Baltic
So▪ lo•assaasamsumsn•s•simamE

Ph. FA 7-6033

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
/kir. Is a reason why people

•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
•
•

FOR FREE ESTIMATES

—Quick Loans—

Sit. or Sue. $1.25
Set. Open 8 AM, to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open II ILM. to 2 P.M.

Immediate Delivery
Regardless of Credit

Easy Terms
Call 278-0781

* Canvas
* Lifetime
Aluminum
Prices,
ou Have

Free Estimates—
No Obligation

FOR TOP QUALITY, LOW PRICE, QUICK
SERVICE BE SURE TO GET OUR ESTIMATE
JEFORE YOU BUY
A
.11
I
CUSTOM TAILORED DRAPERIES
I
I
and SLIP COVERS
I 'Window Shades .Venetian & Vertical Blinds I
1
i
Floor Coverings • Rugs • Carpets 1
1 •
• Linoleum • All Tykes of Tile
;
.1
a
I IF YOU WANT TOP QUALITY MERCHANDISE ATI
▪ THE LOWEST PRICE AND THE EASIEST TERMS,:
I

I PICK UP YOUR TELEPHONE AND CALL

I

I

. MS_ Ii
1i1 WILLIA
I

'

SHADE a AWNING CO.

II

Tel. BR 5.4431 I
,.._• 216 S. Pauline
••EN-g. w •••1.•••••......•••••••••,.•••

Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Montclair
Montclair
Montclair

2-dr.
2-dr.
2-dr.
4-dr.
4-dr.
H.T.
WT.
4-dr.
4-dr.
4-dr.

$2982 $2555 Montclair H.T.
$3214 $2735 Montclair H.T.
$3230'$2748 Montclair H.T.
$3039 $2601 Montclair H.T.
S3078 $2631 Montclair H.T,
S3686 $3103 Montclair NJ.
$4124 S3443 Montclair N.T.
Park Lane 4-dr.
$3164 $316
53854 $3235 Park Lane 4-dr.
14279 $3)26 Park Lane 4-dr.

Ur
Prim

Sabo
hiss

$3692
$3462
S4273
S3789
S384I
S4254
S3835
S4433
S4454
S4559

$3110
$2930
$3560
$3185
$3226
$3546
$3221
$3687
$3704
$3785

DEFENDER
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Mrs. Bunton To Give
Recital Here April 18 • .B

Mrs. Alfreda Gibbs Bunton, and dramatization are enjoyed
contralto and product of the by the children who are in
Fisk University School of Mu- !Juvenile Court for variouX
sic, will sing here, Saturday reasons.
!gin
night, April 18 at 8 o'clock, at
Materials and the teachers
the Metropolitan Baptist
are provided by the Interdechurch, 767 Walker Ave.
nomillational Ministers' Wives'
Mrs. Bunton, wife of Bishop Council. The chairman of this
Henry C. Bunton and former project , is Mrs. N. T. Walker,
head of the music department a former elementary school
of Stillman College, Tuscaloo- principal.
sa, Ala., where she worked
The public is invitird to hear
for 14 years, has served as orthe charming musician and '
ganist and choir director for
gracious lady, and to meet her
a number of churches.
personally at the reception
CatheOlive
CME
Mt.
he
which follows the recital, in
pa,stored
was
here,
which
dr 1
the spacious dining area of the
by her husband and from church.
which he was elevated to the
Committee chairmen of the
bishopric, was benefitted by
recital are: tickets, Mrs. J.
the brilliant musical back- Boyd; programs, Mrs. Elma
ground and performance of
Martin; reception, Mrs. R. L.
this talented artist.
McRae; finance, Mrs. W. E.
Washingmoving
to
Since
Ragsdale; ushers, Mrs. H.,
ton, D. C., Mrs. Bunton has Clark Nabrit; and publicity,"
served as a visiting lecturer Mrs. E. W. Williamson.
or the School of Religion,
PASTOR AND FAMILY
Howard University, and as
daughters:
from
left,
them are their
Rev. and Mrs. Neasbie Alston are seen
guest soloist in several churchNataline Theresa, two; Rebecca Carrol, es of that city.
leaving Gospel Temple Baptist church al
Usher Board, Deaconess.
one, and Bernetta Mauddean, five.
1080 N. Manassas at., after he had deliverMother of Church,
The recital is sponsored by
Nurses, Mleslonary,
(Withers photo)
ed Easter sermon to congregation. With
the Interdenominational MinPrayer Sand
isters' Wives' Council of MemLEAVING COLUMBUS BAPTIST
Nylon, Dal,." Cotton,
phis and Shelby County. This
Poplin, Sixes 5 to 52
were among the hundreds to fill the church
Leaving Columbus Baptist Church here on
group is composed of about
L.9,Short and Vs Sleeves
or the holiday service, and were camerafifty women who not only enEaster Sunday are 'Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
SADGES FOR USHERS
recorded by Ernest Withers as they rejoy fine fellowship but seek
Mitchell of 1573 Wilson ave., and the son
AND ORRANIZATIONS
turned home.
to render some needed service
of a friend, William Taft Malone, all
Lowest Prime Available
A large crowd is expected to I great works.
er T. Washington high school, in the community.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG #7
dressed up in his Easter outfit. The three
hear the famous 4 2 -voice! As a special feature, Director is the son of Mrs. Thelma Wha- The group is conducting an
SPRINGER
FASHION UNIFORMS
Whalum
will
supply
several lum, 1280 Worthington St., who activity period at the MemMorehouse College Glee Club
65 Whitehall St., LW.
701 H St.,H.E.
organ numbers.
is a music instructor at Hamil- phis Juvenile Court each Noild ton 2,D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgie
when it is presented in concert Whalum, a graduate of
Book- ton junior high school.
Tuesday. Reading, storytelling,
at Metropolitan Bapt. Church,
767 Walker Ave. at 8 p.m. Friday, April 17.
The 13-1 Ward Civic club
The concert is being sponhas invited Rev. Lawrence
sored by the Rebecca club, a
Haywood, pastor of Parkway women's organization of the
Church dignitaries from all CME church for 10 years.
Gardens Presbyterian church, church.
Following his service there, to deliver the featured
address Directing the concert will be
parts of the Mid-South were
MemoMartin
sent
to
was
he
when installation of officers is a former Memphian, Wendell
in Memphis last Saturday
where
he
church
CME
rial
Whalum, who has been on
afternoon for the funeral of
was pastor for eight years held Sunday, April 19 at 3 p.m. leave from his
position at
the Rev. LeRoy Amos Story,
preappointed
a
at
being
the
before
Joseph
A.
Fowler
Morehouse to complete his
presiding elder of the South
South
the
of
elder
siding
ChrisHomes
Auditorium, 295 Crump qualifications for a doctorate
Memphis District of the
District byBishop
thodis Episcopal Memphis
degree, whcih he received last
Blvd.
tian Met
1Smith in 1961.
June.
church.
While in the ministry, Rev. An added attraction will be
The glee club which has apDelivering the eulogy at Story attended classes at the
fashion show. Elijah Robinpeared in concert in every maMartin Memorial Temple CME Iliff Theological Seminary in son
is
president
of
the club. jor city of this country over a
church was Bishop B. Julian Denver and the Fisk UniverMrs. Catherine M. Jackson is period of years, will present
sity School of Religion in
numbers from the works of
secretary,
Nashville.
Liszt, Bach, as well as Negro
BURIED IN KANSAS
spirituals. Highlights of the
Following the funeral here,
program will include "Mass in
Rev. Story's body was sent to
C" by Liszt, Bach's "Fantasy
Kans.,
where
he
Kansas City,
and Fugue in G," peasant folk
was scheduled for burial in
songs by Stravinski, Slovak
the Woodlawn Cemetery after
folk sons by Bartok and other
a brief graveside service.
The South Memphis AME
Active pallbearers were
Know Your Negro History
Revs. P. Gonya Hentrel, Trin- District Missionary Institute
held its monthly meeting at
In 1935-36 in Chicago, only
ity; Edward Brown, GreenSt. Andrew AME church on 0.13 per cent of Negroes made
wood; E. E. Dunnigan, FeathMonday, March 23, and the more than $5000 a year.
erstone; T. C. Smith, Rock
lesson was taught by Mrs. E.
of Ages; William Smith, ColPaul Beaver of the Providence
lins Chapel; and. N T. Walker,
AME church.
,
Harris Memorial..
CAN YOU USE
He is survived .by his wife, Eight churches were repreMrs. Lottie Pearl Story, and sented -and an election of officers was held with Presiding
MORE
other relatives. His late resiElder Rev. F. G. Garrett in
dence Was 1555 .S. Wellington
charge.'
St.
The April meeting is schedWilliams Funeral-Home was
REV. L. A. STORY
uled for the Walker Mission
GROUND FLOOR
in charge of arrangements.
with Rev. M. V. Reed as host
STERICK BUILDING
Smith. He was assisted by ,
pastor.
'WMFRI FOLKS WU YOU
presiding elders of the First
Ott PRUERENIIAL
Mrs. M R. Todd is president
Episcopal District of the
SERVICE"
of the Institute and Mrs. Mary
CME church.
Gulledge is reporter.
A veteran of 46 years in the
gospel ministry, Rev. Story
The Ushers' Federation of
died in Methodist hospital at Memphis has planned to hold
Rochester, Minn.. on March its annual musical program
*under eft* ef
30 at the age of 73.
Sunday, April 19, at 3 p.m. at
home delivered
A native of Columbia Coun- Mt. Zion Baptist Church, 1427
milk
to
moved
Story
S.
Main
St.,
Rev.
announces
the
Ark.,
ty,
Kansas City, Kansas, at the president, R. E. Harshaw, Jr.
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
The music will be directed
age of 16. There he joined the
St. Peter CME church. He by Mrs Sarah Washington and
was married to the former Frederick Jones.
Miss Lottie Pearl Tipton in
1915, and two years later was iCollege Underground
licensed to preach. He was 1 When a Paris
engineering
admitted in 1917 to the Kan- college found it had no space
sas-Missouri Conference.
left to build an amphitheater,
PASTORED IN 4 STATES
it constructed the building unHe had pastored churches derground. The entrance lobin Eldorado, Kans., Denver, by and stairs were built unColo., Topeka, Kans., and Oma- der an existing building, and
ha, Neb., before he was trans- the 1,000 seat amphitheater is
ferred to Nashville, where he now situated beneath a campastored the Capers Memorial pus courtyard.

UNIFORMS

A('

Morehouse Glee Club Sings Here

Rev. L. A. Story Buried;
Rites At Martin Temple

13-1 Ward Club
Installs Officers

COMPLETE
YOUR LOVELY
WEDGEWOOD & CO. LTD.
PINK HOPE DINNERWARE
COMPLETE
PIECES AVAILABLE
AT BIG STAR MOM! •

Walker Mission To
Host AME Institute

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Ushers To Hold
Music Program

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

OPEN HOUSE
185 Horse Shoe Cove
5117 Sonetta

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
10:A.M. 'Til Dark

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS

LAKEVIEW
GARDEN These are Spacious Quality -Built
Homes. 3 & 4 Bedroom Model
Features Living Room, Dining
Room -Kitchen and Den.
F.H.A. OR G.I.
- - - FIND OUT NOW
HOW
OUT
FIND
SALESMEN ON GROUND

398-7956

PEACE REALTY
4787 Hornlake Rd.

INC.
248 Vance

Ave.

JA 7-9320

Momphis, Tennesse•
"YOUR Company Mato, What You Mk For And
Creates What You Think 01"

GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Redeem Your Valuable
Dinnerware & Quality
Stamps Coupons
Now! at Big Star
Coupon series #7
good thru
Sat. April 11th
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Ghana Invites Foreign Investors
For 7-Year Development Plan
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IBUSINESS
By A L. FOSTER
Executi•• Director. Cosm000litan Chamber
ct Commerce
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S, W. Mims, manager of the Southmoor
hotel, chairman
of the Convention Committee of the
Cosmopolitan Chamber
of Commerce and a member of Mayor
Daley's recently-created
Committee on Tourists, calls attention to the amazing fact
that of the 80 national Negro conventions listed for
1964 in
"When They Meet," the convention and conference guide
edited by the Joseph V. Baker Associates for
the Hamilton
Watch Company, not a single one will be held in Chicago.
Imagine! During the entire year of 1964 not one single
major national Negro convention will be held in the greatest
convention city in the world. That's a real challenge to Mims'
and the Cosmopolitan Chamber which claims as one of its
major objectives the bringing of additional national convenis here,
New York led the nation with 10 conventions — Chi Delta
Mu Fraternity, National Association of Fashion & Accessory
Designers, National Beauty Culturists' League, Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, National Grand Chapter Order of the Eastern Star, Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite Masons, National Association of Negro Musicians, National Association
of College Women, National Technical Association, and
National Association of Negro Business and Professional
Women's Clubs.
Next to New York was Washington, D. C. with eight, the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People,
Bible Way Church of our Lord, Jesus Christ World Wide.
National Medical Association, Women's Auxiliary of the
National Medical Association, National Business League,
National Bankers Association, National Council of Negro
Women and Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity.

O

WHAT, NO PRETZELS?
Charles Parks I in sweateri owner of the
Iowa Liquor 5Iart, 400 E. 69th St., is handed a Schlity beer pop-top six-pack as a
symbol for his efforts in promoting the
package by James W. Kirk, assistant sales
manager of Carts Associated, Inc., southside wholesalers of the beverage. Looking

on from left to right are): Richard McKay of the brewery's merchandising derartment; Willie Davis. lineman for the
Green Bay Packers and speciai brewery
representative; Hosea Blake, and Henry
Madison employees of the package mart;
and James Askew, brewery executive.

NEW YORK — The govern- aian raw material and the with our general objectives."
ment of Ghana has launched utilization of Ghana's natural
The development program
its new Seven-Year Develop- resources in those lines of calls for the expenditure of
ment Plan with an invitation economic activity where a One•thousand - and•sixto foreign investors to partici- large volume of investment is teen•million-pounds 42.85 bilpate in the nation's economic required.
lion) of which about half will
While welcoming foreign in- be contributed by govern,growth.
Na..estors,
to
the
however, President ment. The balance of five-hun• In his address
tonal Assembly on the various Nkrumah laid down certain dred•and-forty million pounds
aspects of the plan, President • conditions for their involve- ($1.5 billion) is expected from
• Kwame Nkrumah emphasized ment in Ghana's economie foreign investors, individual
that there was room in Ghana growth. On that point, t h
Ghanaians, cooperatives and
for private investment because President said:
local authorities.
"We expect however, that
"e has a valuable contribution
Education will also be
Ii make to our economy, and such investments will not be boosted under the plan which
ei the attainment of certain operated so as to exploit o u r calls for the doubling of the
[welt ic objectives
people. On the contrary, u/I/ 1 2 million students now atHe included among them, expect such enterprises to as- tending primer
iddle
production of consumer goods, eist in the expansion of the schools increasing secondary
the local processing of Ghan- ,$)onomy of the country in line school attendance from 23,000
I o more than 78,000 and increasing university attendance
from 2,000 to 5,000.
The plan gives priority to
the accelerated development
of the state-owned and cooperative sector of the nation's
economy,

Bell Telephone Labs
Plan New Center Here

itel Telenteme Laboratories.
-e•arch and development orof the 13ell System.
announced that it plans. to
huild a new communications
: cyirii,e.loIpini.lent center near Naper-

DR.:sum, now loemed iii 1101:11
(ite•l'AptNp.i.• J.
olximad
telyeil
,
20s0 people— Aren't 36-24-36 Either
electrical
o scosc nenns- CARSON CITY, Nev. —
(UPI) — An official who sugineers and scientists,
cians, and supporting staff, pervises gambling for . the
plus n small group of associat- state of Nevada has observed
ed Western Electric engineers it's the fringe benefits that
proposed
laboratory — will work at the new labors- make female blackjack deal, The
ers preferable to newly inwill accommodate the com- 1°rY•
B. Peek. pivsident vented mechanical ones.
Dr.
pany's Electremie Switchine
'e Bell Telephone Laboratories. Edward A. Olsen, chairman
Philly Confab
and f aul A• Got man, Western of the Gaming Control Board,
NEV YORK -- Negro engineers are finding the company recruiters are offerThe following four will meet — Chi Eta Phi Sorority and
Elect rie Company president, said the mechanical dealer,
ing jobs to the most promising
in Philadelphia — National In- Frontiers International; San welcome mat extended for them at elctronics compadescribed plans for the propos- which looks like a fancy pinFrancisco — National News- nies, but when it comes to advancement to supervisory graduates of Southern Negro
surance Association, Gamma
ed laboratory, which would be ball machine, will not replace
paper Publishers Association positions, the mat usually is yanked back again, reports colleges,allowingfor deftlocated on a site of about 200 the dealers in the state's cagliDelta Sorority, Alpha Kap- and Kappa Alpha Psi Fraterriences in training that are nil
Electronics. McGraw-Hill publication.
acres! in DuPage County, north sinos.
Me student's fault.
13911.Alpha Sorority, and Benev- nity.
--, The magazine's survey of
Naperville, at the northwest "The machines don't meas.of
At Howard University, 130
olent Protective Order of Cities with one each are: company executives and engi
Sales- corner of Naperville and War- ure 36-24-36 and are not
Negro feels such corn- engineers
The
Winner
"Best
of
the
were graduated in
Reindeer, Women's Auxiliary. Norfolk — National Associa- neers, both white and Negro,
much on conversation," he
renville Roads.
Meeting in St. Louis will be tion of College Deans and found that electronics is one plaints have no basis in fact, t h e class of 1963, up from 61 man of the Year" contest in
Bell Labs proposes to build pointed out.
never try three years eirlier. Col. James Junior Achievement's LawnAncient Egyptian Arabic Or- !Registrars; Hampton — Alpha of the most receptive indus- because companies
•
us i ng Negro supervisors. Robinson, assistant to the dale District Business Center, an attractive laboratory buildder of Nobles of the Mystic 1Kappa Mu Honor Society; Lit- tries for Negro engineers.
There are lots of white se- dean of the engineering school, 3948 W. Roosevelt Rd., is ing in a university-campus 20th Century Religion
Shrine Imperial Court Daugh- tie Rock — National ConferPinnette Logan of 13e1 fe :type setting. The building will SIPLSBY, England — (UPI)
Many of the Negro engi- pervisors, the Negro points
ters of Isis and International ence of Artists.
says that every mere:a:Jr of
Lev set well back from adjoin. - Mr. and Mrs. George Madwho can't get along with the record-size Class of 1964 Avers, Chicago.
Conference of Grand Chapters, I Portsmouth — National Epi- neers credit the profit motive,
Paulette is a member of ing highways.
dison's six-months-old daughOrder of the Eastern Star; in cureans; Cincinnati — African rather than altruism for their their employees. The Negro has been offered a job after
Landscaping, comparable to ter, Jane, was christened in
,Lapeo, which makes coasters
Detroit — National Funeral!Methodist Episcopal Church; improved position in electron- feels he should be given the graduation.
organization's
the
of
that
small
dishes.
The
and
engineer
As
candy
one
ics.
put
it,
the parish church while a
chance, and be dealt with like
Directors & Morticians Asso- Houston — National AssociaDespite persisting problems,
by present laboratories in New Beatles - type instrumental
is counseled
ciation of which Theodore R. tion of Market Developers; "Discrimination is just too ex- any troublesome supervisor if industry officials see an ever- company
include broad group played Mersey - side
will
Jersey
Commonwealth
Edison.
pensive."
Hawes of Chicago is president, Buffalo — International Youth
trouble should occur.
brightening future for Negro
. Paulette will now compete lawns, hundreds of trees and beat music. Maddison, a fan
National Baptist Convention, Congress Church of God in POLICY CITED
Demands for Negro engineers engineers. One Negro execuin a sectional contest. Winners flowering shrubs.
• Negroes cite the governof the Beatles' sound, was
U.S.A., Inc., and Association Christ.
,
.
is outstripping supply, and a tive of a California plant de- of the sectional competition
The installation, with equip. given permission by the vicar
s policy or barring
for the Study of Negro Life Seattle — Jack and Jill, Inc.;
major reason is education. Hayes: "We won't have Neexpectapparatus,
is
will then meet in an area con- ment and
to have the guitar-playing
and History. Convening in At- Columbia — National Associa-'tracts with firms that practice Says Mahlon T. Puryear, asso- gro corporate
vice presidents test.
ed to cost $7,000,000 to $9.000,- quartet play beat music at the
lanta will be American Teach- tion of Ministers Wives; Mem- discrimination in hiring. "If ciate director, National Urban or managers
of large installaan
Illinois
to
bring
will
000 and
christening.
ers Association, Progressive phis—National United Church they feel they can get con- League, "There s.re plenty of ! tions of
major corporations in
annual payroll estimated at
National ,Baptist Convention Ushers Association of America; tracts by hiring Negroes, they ) jobs available for qualified the next
five years, but the Electronic Man
•
e
$12,000,000.
and Women's Auxiliary to the Grand Rapids—Lambda Kappa are going
o , one Ne-'Negro engineers.
A perfect maintenance man
The big barriers will let down. One
Progressive National Baptist Mu Sorority.
gmo engineer told the maga'problem is educational oppor- day, five to 10 years from made of scrap metal and some
.
Convention.
Your Negro History
Beaumont—Knights of Peter'rine.
tunities."
now, a man's position will not wire is watching over produc- Know
Five cities will entertain two Clever; Louisville — National
But whatever the reasons,
We pick up any shay or
plant.
California
The
in
the situation in later
a
Unlike
tion
depend on color."
each as follows: Baltimore — Urban League; Cleveland — there is general agreetrsent!OPPORTUNITIES IMPROVE
niachine can receive trouble wars, there appears to have
unwonted animals
opportunities' A lot of young Negroes will signals from 161 machines loNational Bar Association, and National Dental Association; that the electronics industry is I Educational
been no segregation of the
Animal Welfare League
Mional Association of Bar- Los Angeles — The Drifters; anxous to get Negro employ- are improving. Negro young- be watching the electronics in- cated in five buildings. When crews
Navy in
Union
the
in
\Mrs' Wives; Miami — Im- Atlantic City — Grand United ees with the proper qualifi- sters are expected to be eli- dustry to see whether this something is wrong, it indiCall NOrmal 7-0089
the Revolutionary War and
proved Benevolent Protective Order of Odd Fellows in Amer- cations.
gible for admission to top prediction comes true, declares cates the source and cause with
War of 1812.
the
Order of Elks of the World ica and Jurisdiction; and GoldsA Negro electrical engineer technical colleges. And more the Electronic magazine.
buzzer and flashing light.
and Grand Temple Daughters, boro — Tau Gamma
Delta in Detroit declared: "A qualiI.B.P.O.E. of W.; Miami Beach Sorority.
• fied Negro engineer has no
eitticulty getting a job. In fact
New Life For Business
today a Negro may get a betIt is to be hoped that under the leadership of
Berkeley ter job in electronics than his
And
G. Burrell, dynamic dry cleaner mogul of Washington, D. C., experience
entitles him to.
salaries are high."
the National Business League will take on new life when it
Another Detroit engineer,
meets in Washington in August. Strengthened by the meeting
of the National Bankers Association of which Washington also a Negro, adds, "There arej
banker B. Doyle Mitchell is president during the same period, so few Negroes who have!
!studied electronics that there!
the 64-year-old business league should develop a national
are not enough to go around,
program of significance.
.Every company now wants to
A strong, virile national business organization is vitally prove it is not prejudiced, and
needed and business organizations in several midwest cities is scrambling around to hire
100 single white sheets
have been discussing the organization of a new national group. one."
(50
imprinted, 50 plain)
•
The
Negro's biggest problem
If the National League- shows progress, the midwest idea
50 envelopes .... $1.50
may be abandoned. In the meantime, however, the national lin, the electronics field is adpicture is clouded with the creation of a splinter Chamber of vancement, says the magazine.
Commerce, organized by Burrell in the District despite the iThe rationaliziation Negroes
Informal notes, 36 notes
!find used the most is that
aggressive and progressive leadership gievn by Stanback of
(imprinted with ono line
"You can't put a Negro in a
reme Life Insurance Company.
I position where he will give
only) 36 envelopes, not
!orders to white engineers, beimprinted
$1.65
rvis Conference
cause it will cause friction."
Because I had to go to Gary /sophisticated Negro buyers."
Send check or money order
in connection with problems Travis has documented proof
that
the
Ekco
company
"deof a Cosmopolitan Chamber
Fashion
PREPARE FOR CAREER CONFAB
pressed prices of real estate of
member, the Great Atlantic & white sellers, then got 100
perPost Office Box 311
A committee on arrangements for the NaLeonidas H. Berry, chairman, National
Pacific Tea Company, I could cent mortgages from a savings
tional Medical Association's Conference
Medical Association Conference Of ReMemphis, Tenn.
not attend the press conference & loan association for such
Of Recruitirnenttln Medical Careers, gelledcruitment In Medical Careers; Mrs. Exie
sponsored by D. J. Travis, also purposes and sold the properulld for Interntaional House, 1414 E. 59th
Watson Jones. director of Woodlawn Cena Chamber member at the ties to Negro purchasers at
St., on University of Chicago campus,
ter YWCA: Dr. Alfred Klinger. president
Sheraton-Chicago hotel March fantastic mark-ups." That's
•
26.
April 11, diecussed the program in a meetof Southside Branch of Chicago Medical
what is ca/led "block-belting."
However. Travis and I had
Incidentally, Travis is dising at the home of Dr. Jasper Williams,
Society, and Mrs. Maude Giles. Western
discussed his charges, against cnssing with a Robbins, Ill.
5012 S. Woodlawn Ave. Committee memZone Division, Womens' Auxiliary, NMA.
The first class in the country
the Ekco real estate, that the business group the possibility
(Tinsley Photo).
bers from left are: Georgine Moore, Dr.
firm "has made fantastic sums of mortgage financing a shop- to complete the Tool and Die
of money by bilking unsus- ping center in that nearby Maker Apprentice, Pre-Training courses under provision of
pecting white sellers and un- community.
the Manpower Development
Shopping Thoroughfare
and Training Act of 1962 ree
The effort to continue 47th street as a major shopping Icently was graduated from the
thoroughfare goes on apace, M. Stotland, millionaire mer- )Washburne Trade School, 31st
chant, has purchased the proprety from Calumet to the alley and Kedzie.
) The 20 young men, 18 to 22
WASHINGTON, D. C. -- billion to $2.5 billion.
east and plans to tear down the upper floors of the corner
!years at age, were given cerBorn in Detroit in 1922,
John W. Roxborough II, who
building at 47th and Calumet, which houses one of the most tificates of course
completion,
Cass
attended
has been deputy director of Roxborough
notorious hotels in Chicago.
and their 48 weeks of study
the Programs Division of the Technical High School, then
With the destruction of this undesirable operation it is will be credited against their
U.S. Commission on Civil went to the University of
aible that the Westside of Calumet between 47th and 48th ,formal apprenticeship as tool
Rights, has been appointed an Michigan where he became
its. may be cleaned up. The Eastside where rotting, deteri- and die makers.
FOOT
attorney adviser in the Office'Big Ten half - mile track
Federally financed. the MDorated buildings were razed two years ago still stands vacant,
REMEDY
champion.
of
Counsel
the•
General
of
the
waiting for some enterprising individual or group to erect TA programs Sr. co-adminA
After receiving his A.B.
A 00C roNs
Agency for International Deistered in. Illinois by the State
desirable housing.
degree in 194, he served in
velopment.
Employment Service and the
The upper story of the building between Calennet- and
His principal responsibility the European Theater of OpState Board of Vocational
will be to provide legal ad- erations for 22 months with
Prairie recently destroyed by fire, will not be restored, but Education. These MDTA classvice and assistance in the ne- the U.S. Army, winning Mime
the ground floor will be restored with attractive stores. The es have been set up to supply
WMflt ,r
gotiation of investment guar- battle stars, a commendation
northwest corner of 47th and Prairie is being improved. And the unemployed and underemanty agreements between the ,ribbon and a battlefield coma. dy OW
&IWO/
—S. B. Fuller, carrying out his promises has already made ployed with new skills needed
U.S. and other nations and mission as a second lieuten*emit •Kn rngn,
JOHN ROXBOROUGH
his South Center Department store one of the finest in Chi- byindustry.
ht,ttween the Agency for In- ant, serving as a Quartermasot.
•
— -cago.
ternational Development and ter battalion adjutant.
It is said that the Chicago Courier will move into the around schools enticing girls into prostitution and selling private American investors.
In 1948 he enrolled in the
new Fuller building probably over the Social Security quar- dope. Every citizen has certain rights which must be reThe investment Guaranty University of Detroit Law
ters. Fuller is also moving his Free Employment offices in the spected and protected. Prostitutes, sex perverts, intoxicants. Program involves the effort , School and received his LL.South Center building thereby linking it with the Cosmo- and derelicts have the same rights as the more respectable of the United States to obtain !B. degree, magna cum laud..
politan Chamber under the joint supervision of Julia Futrell, citizens provided they do not ply their trade or conduct the participation of American in 1949.
private business in assisting
He has served as chairman
themselves in a disorderly fashion on public highways.
representing Fuller and A. L. Foster Of the Chamber.
Legal Cammittee,
But, they have no right to congregate in the vicinity of in the economic development of the
B ii Loitering
public schools when their reasons for being there are to of less developed countries Michigan State Conference of
and areas.
NAACP Branches (1950-1955);
Loiterers must be kept away from school properities. engage in the business of enticement. Ordinances which forDuring the last session of judge advocate of the Departy must be kept from within reasonable distances from bid loitering within 300 feet of schools does not in any way Congress. the authority
of ment of Michigan, American
DRUG
funeral parlors which are so frequently used for religious prevent citizens from picketing and demonstrating, going AID to make guaranty agree- Legion and Regional vice
STORES
AI
S
A
A
L
°
purposes and from churches. I have wen crap-shooting on about the business of shopping, going into taverns and other ments for specific politicall chairman, Michigan Federarisks was increased from $1.3' tion of Young Republicans.
school steps and it is common knowledge that hoodlums hang places
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That Clay Title Ruckus
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African Jews Defy Bias
South Africa's apartheid,
which heretofore had been directed against the native black
population, is now extending its
evil range to include the Jews
who are in disagreement with
Prime Minister Verwoerd's racial policy.
In recent days a flurry of antiSemitism has marked the debates
in South Africa's Parliament.
Twice within a week, Jews who
oppose the government's racial
segregation have been attacked
on the floor of Parliament by
supporters of Hendrik F. Verwoerd.
The attacks follow the old
McCarthy pattern of hinting that
some of the estimated total of
100,000 Jews in South Africa are
security risks. There were cries
of "Go to Israel" from the attackers.
The Jews have never been too
popular with the super racist
Dutch descendents in that segment of Africa. Their unpopularity became more visible, more
pronounced as avowed Jewish
liberals continued to support
South Africa's black majority in
their efforts to achieve political
and racial equality.
Added to this determination
is the state of Israel's undisguised and unflagging opposition to South Africa's brutal
segregative practices which compel the country's three and a
quarter million whites to remain
racially separated from 14 million Africans, Asians and mixed
blood.
The latest anti-Semitic outburst occurred in the House of
Assembly at Capetown, the leg-

islative capital. It was directed
at three Jewish members. At
issue was the government's Bantu laws amendment bill, which
seeks to reduce the status of
Africans to that of migrants
whose every movement will be
at the discretion of the government.
The Jewish members who
raised their voices against the
bill were subjected to catcalls
and taunts. But they stood their
ground and forced the Assembly
to listen to their denunciations
of the unjust amendment.
In truth, with the banning of
all' militant African organizations and the banishment or imprisonment of African leaders,
the South African Jews are the
only ones with enough fortitude
to maintain effective opposition
to Apartheid — a fact too little
known.
What is also little known is
the extent to which the state of
Israel has been helping the newly independent African countries. Hundreds of African students are being trained gratuitously in Israeli Universities and
technological academies in preparation for their roles in their
native land.
Israel has established commercial and cultural ties with
resurgent Africa. Ties of mutual
respect and esteem that are
bound to bear lasting fruits. In
the meantime, hats off to the
South African Jewish community for its devotion to those
ideals of human civilization that
are symbolized by racial equality
and social justice.

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
...WILL NOT SUCCUMB
This is the last in a series of
three articles about the American Negro's reaction to reactionary politicians. From 1864
until World War I, the vast
majority of American Negroes
still suffered from the deeply
inflicted wounds and mental
scars of several centuries of
slavery.
They suffered discrimination
at their places of employment.
They faced segregation at
schools, colleges and universities. They were stopped by racial
bias in seeking decent and adequate housing. They were barred
from public recreational and
service establishments. They
were not permitted to attend
services at churches where congregations were predominately
white.
Whenever Negroes cried-out
against this treatment, reactionary politicians — particularly
Southern politicians — would
reply with "thinking whites and
Negroes don't want a change."
The only national organization whith would challenge the
nonsense of the above statement was the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, which carried
the whole burden of fighting
racial segregation in America,
on a day-to-day militant basis
from _inunediately after World
War I until after 1954. The National Urban League has fought
for "equal opportunity" in jobs,
ho us i n g and education. The
League's approach has been far
less militant than has been the
NAACP. The League has used
the "persuading method" where
the NAACP has used "pressure."
SINCE 1950
Like in the past, the Negro
has been forced to adjust to unjust treatment. However, his indomitable spirit has prevented
him from being converted to
the ideology of half-freedoms.
But, in all candor, an overwhelming number of American
Negroes did submit to brainwashing — A La Americana —
which is not less intense than
brainwashing a la Russia.
Nevertheless, American Negroes have and shall continue to
react unfavorable to the modus
operandi of reactionary politicians.
The spirit of opposition to the
status quo propaganda of reaco

tionary politicians is found in
the sit-ins, kneel-in; wade-ins,
etc.
The NAACP, perhaps, still
the strongest national civil rights
organization, has increased the
tempo of its civil rights fight.
Since 1950 many of civil rights
groups, committees and organizations have appeared on our
national scene.
POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Among the four leading ones
are the Southern Christian
Leadership conference, which is
headed by Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.; Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE), whose national director is James Farmer; and
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), lead by
James Foreman.
Many other organizations are
dedicated to removing from the
face of America the blemish of
racial bigotry which has blighted its code of honor under the
democratic concept of political
philosophy.
Among these organizations are
American Friends Service Committee, Southern Regional Council, American Jewish Congress,
National Catholic Conference
for Interracial Justice, Civil
Liberties Union and others.
In the federal level is the
President's Committee Recently approximately 50 big industries, banks, distributors, etc..
have voluntarily agreed to employ Negro according to qualification without regards to racial
identification.
WILL NOT SUCCUMB
The reactionary politicians are
rapidly being replaced with
m or e intelligent leadership.
During the interim Negroes will
continue to react unfavorable to
reactionary politicians. They
will cpntinue to picket, boycott
and promote sit-ins. They will
continue to demonstrate. They
will continue to face police dogs
unafraid. They will not be
cowarded by the blast of water
from fire hose. Fearlessly they
will go to jail. Undaunted they
will suffer beatings from police.
They will march on in greater numbers than participated in
the 1963 March on Washington.
As Cesear's standard-bearers
said many centuries ago "The
dye is cast," there's is no returning."
The American Negro will not
succumb to reactionary politicians, notwithstanding.
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HARRY GOWEN

Who Is Not A Cincinnati Kid?
When my eldest son went
overseas on a troopship, he took
the money he won in the crap
game and found a poker session
going on in the engine room with
the ship's crew and some marines.
Two days out at sea, they'
were still playing draw poker,
Jacks or better to open. On the
third day there came a long
morning when the ante grew and
grew and no one had jacks.
There was $604 in the kitty
when my son Richard received
two jacks on the deal and three
small clubs. One of the jacks
was a club and he had a fourcard flush. He opened, everybody called and one man raised.
Richard raised again and
everybody met him. He discarded one of the jacks and drew the
fifth club. Two marines stayed
and Richard's flush beat three
sevens and kings over queens.
"Where are your openers?"
asked the marine with three
sevens.
"I had jacks and discarded
one."
"Let me see that lack," said
the marina.
"It's in the discards." said my
boy apolbgetically.
"Looks,like three sevens wins
this pot," said the sailors.
And indeed, three sevens took
the money.
Richards ever since always
saves his openers. In fact, he has
given up going for the flush with
four cards.
This, however, is not the kind
of poker story Richard Jessup
tells in his new novel,"The Cincinnati Kid."
Mr. Jessup is writing about
the professional stud player, the
man with the sixth sense about
cards. The Cincinnati Kid has
one rival for poker supremacy,
Lancey Hodges and the novel
concerns the match these two
men play.
Mr. Jessup has a fine, e2onemical style. He tells his story
quickly and dramatically. His

novel is stylized fiction, not
realistic or naturalistic, and all
the better for it.
Yet it seems to me, in a way,
that Mr. Jessup suffers from the
same affliction Bernard Malamud suffers writing about baseball; which is to say he doesn't
really understand the game.
The Cincinnati Kid for all its
literary expertise rather reminds
me of the movie "The Hustlers."
It is ,story about an arcane and
narrow, but nevertheless selfcontained world. But there is
this difference between poker
players and pool players.
While most men sooner or
later shoot a game of pool, they
do not think themselves sharks,
but every fellow who ever sat in
on a nickel ante game does. And
more men play poker than ever
played pool.
They played poker in college
dormitories and on LCIs, in executive suites and in barren hotel rooms. They have played
once a week for years with the
same fellows and just once with
strangers on a train.
Where men will confess to being dumbbells at bridge, they
will always insist they are
charismatic poker players with
a mind like a steel trap.
The Cincinnati Kid loses to
his rival Lancey, when Lancey
draws a straight flush to the
Kid's full house.
For the life of me, I cannot
see hove this is a significant win.
A 'straight flush beats everything..In a five-card stud game,
and many who looks at a pair
-and tries for a flush is simply
going against all the averages.
I, who am a duffer. will back
Richard any time this fellow
wants to play.
Maybe the professional gamblers "feel" the right card coming, but I remember that Robert
Benchley wrote that four years
of college finally convinced
him you cannot fill an inside
straight.
11111Mtlellifill,,,,,,,,,
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Don't Get Too Integrated
"Integration is okay," Big
Mouth told me. "But I have
found out there is some part of
this integration for which I am
not prepared."
"You mean you are not
ready?" I demanded.
We were in the Down Home
Barber Shop waiting for our

turn.
"Don't he insulting," Big answered. "1 do not mean that I
am not ready the way Senator
Eastland means it when he says
it."
"What do you mean, then?"
I wanted to know.
"It's like this," Big Mouth de

How silly can some people be?
We think that Ed Lassman,
president of the World Boxing
Association, provided a ringing
answer to that question when
he called upon WBA's Executive Commitee to vacate the
heavyweight title of Cassius
Clay because due to his "general conduct" Clay had become
"detrimental to the best interests of boxing." Leaman added
that Cassius "is provoking world
criticism and is setting a poor
example for the youth of the
world."
Since when did boxing become so moral?
Any thinking person could
see clearly behind Lassman's
artificial and unsuccessful attempt to dethrone Clay.
Cassius, acting strictly according to his rights as an American, free to affiliate with the
religion of his choice, shocked
and infuriated many whit*
Americans by becoming a member of the Black Muslims.
Where was brother Lassman
when Sonny Liston became
champion with his record of
cop-fighting, pistol-carrying and
a jail stretch in his background.
Many people voiced the belief
that Sonny was not the finest
choice as a champion. Yet, as
far as this writer knows, no individual officially connected
with boxing, called for Sonny's
dethronement.
Lassman, it would appear, belongs to that considerable body
of whites who entertain the ridiculous theory that Negroes by
the thousands will flock behind
Cassius into the open arms of
Elijah Muhammed.
Anyone with basic common
sense and even a small knowledge of the nature of the U.
S. Negro ought to realize that
the majority of Negroes are not
looking for leadership into some
segregated and isolated, separate state, as the Muslims recommend.
We are seeking more not less
democracy. Neither Clay nor
anyone else has the power to
change that desire — except the
American white m an. T h e
American white man can become the best recruiting aid the
Black Muslims ever had. People
of Lassman's school of thought
tend to indulge in the kind of
hysteria which can only earn
for Clay the kind of sympathy
among Negroes which he would
not otherwise receive.
Treating Clay unjustly because of his professed religion
and social views can only serve
to backfire and make him 'appear to be a martyr. Why don't

Lassman and others so concerned about Clay and the Muslims,
exhibit a little concern about
the genuine, authentic charges
which the Muslims make against
the white man and his treatment of the Negro.
I am heartily opposed to the
expressed goals of the Muslims.
I am also opposed to their critics who speak up out of nervousness, guilt and fear. Let Lassman and others like him face
the fact.
Until white America gives
full recognition to the just demand of the Negro as voiced by
authentic leaders like Wilkins,
King, Randolph, Young and the
rest, there will be fertile ground
for Black Mdslim-ism and other
isms. There will also be fertile
ground for the kind of violence
which the leadership 'of people
like Malcolm X and George
Wallace advocate.
I was so happy to learn that,
in contrast to Lassman, there Aik
are some prominent whites in W
command of boxing, who take
a just and sane view. One of
the most significant retorts to
Lassman's unsuccessful attempt
to oust Clay came from General
Melvin L. Krulevitch, chairman
of the New York State Athletic
Commission.
Krulevitch made it plain, on
radio, television and press statements, that New York State
would refuse to become involved in any attempt to ban Clay.
No champion's title has ever
been vacated on the grounds of
religion, race or personal beliefs in this state," the General
stated categorically. "And, as
long as I am bore, it will never
happen."
We talked with the General
by phone to tell him how delighted we were with his forthright and sensible stand.
"Throughout its long history,
professional boxing has been
brought to its greatest heights
because of the participation of
minority groups," the New York
State official told us.
"With the origin of boxing,
the Irish—a minority group —
gave impetus to the sport. Then
the Jews — another minority —
participated with distinction.
After that, the Italian minority,
then the Negroes and now LatinAmerican fighters, have deeelaped into fine representatives of
boxing. We would be unfair to
the traditions of this sport—as
well as to ourselves—if we ever
allowed any kind of prejudice
to creep into the administration
of boxing."
• Put that in your pipe, Mr.
Lassman.
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dared earnetitly, "Last month,
the Old Lady and I were out in
L.A., as you know, enjoying her
vacation. We were staying in
one of those big fine, integrated
hotels where the only thing
wrong is you can't enjoy yourself for everyone bowing and
scraping so you will know you
are wanted.
"Anyhow, I had not had a
chance to get a haircut before
leaving dear old Brooklyn and
I was looking most uncool
around the back of the neck. I
figured the least one of my race
could do so long as these white
folks were paying us so much
attention was to look presentable.
"I went down into that fabulous lobby and walked around
until I found a Negro bellhop
and asked him how far it was
to the colored part of town
where I could get me a haircut.
Being one,of those Negroes who
have become fully integrated,
this bellhop looked at me with
scorn and said: "Why, sir, we
have a barber shop right here
in the hotel."
"When he said "we" I thought
he meant me. I thought that old
hotel had got so slick they had
colored barbers. So I thanked
him and went on down to the
lower lobby to find this barber
shop. When I got in there. however, I saw no folks my kind
dressed in those little white
coats and cutting hair. Like
usual, the only representative in
there was a young, brown cat,
hitting some licks on a white
man's shoes.
"I herkoned him aside, but it
mei elit he was integrated

21

Alic

too."
"How do you mean?" I asked.
."Well, I asked him if there
was a colored barber, thinking
maybe he was out to lunch. You
know what that fool told me.
'Oh no, sir, but any of these
barbers will cut your hair.'
"There is something irritating
about Negroes who get too integrated. When a colored bellhop and a colored shoe shine
boy get to the point where they
call another colored man 'air,'
baby, they is integrated. And
they act so superior, calling you
"Did you get a satisfactory
hair cut from a white barber?"

"Are you mad?," Big asked.
"Maybe they have got to the
place where they want to cut
my hair, but I have not got to
the place where I trust them to
do so. I do not have the kind of
hair for experiments.
"No sir, I got right into a cab
and tolcrth-e driver to take me
to the colored section. I got me
a haircut almost as fine as I
could get right here in Brooklyn in the Down Home Barber
Shop."
"You are proving the argument of segregationists who say
the Negro wants to stay with
his own people--looking for the
colored section," I observed.
"I do not ever want to become so integrated that I can't
find the colored section," Big

•

retorted.
"But can't you see that you
are setting back the cause of

•

integration?" I protested.
"I am more interested in the
cause of my hair," Big admitted.
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TENNESSEE

Lizzie Joiner gave the wel- sayist, Harold Buchanan.
come address and a reading on , Students who have received
the resurrection of Christ, averages of 88 and above for
Florida Los and Mabee Mc- the past three and one half
Carey also read, and the chil- years are; Barbara McCorkles,
dren put on a special pro- Odessa Davis, Martha Shaw,
Willis Pearl Harris, of Bali- gram.
James Lawhorn, Raymond
•
Puckett, Capp Dublin, Lorengee, was a recent house guest
The Archie Morgans spent zo Tyson, Loraine K. Bell,
of Mary A. Sipp, her sister.
...
Easter with his mother, Mary Patricia Jones. Faye Keye,
A successful Easter program E. Morgan.
Joyce Johnson, Margaret Savwas presented at St. John In.
age, Barbara Hart, Anita
INTH
Walker, Claudius Ricks, Sonja
,tependent Methodist Church
HAMILTON
W.
REV.
W.
By
Walter Thomas, Minnie
Trice,
.ponsored by Mrs. M. B.
.1
The Preacher's Christian L. Overton, Johnny Dunlap,
Brown, Clara Williams and
$
'Rev.. R. D. Williams.
Winston, Carolyn
Association held its monthly Saundra
...
meeting at the Union Chapel Burkley, Mettle Fuller, Ern• .., .
Sick list: Willie Mitchell, with Rev. W. W. Hamilton, est Walker, DeWanna Shackel.
ford, Sallie Chatinan, Beverly
Alter King, Florence Akens, president, presiding.
Annie Thomas, Iola Mitchell
Those attending were Rev. Bledsoe and John Rhea. There
e
- and A. Mison.
R. B. Owens, vice president; are 142 in the class.
•••
Kenneth McDonald, reporter;
TRUSSVILLE
Walter Slack is up and out
Isabell Young, secretary; MinBy L. R. MEYERS
nie Pearl Damron, assistant again after a long stay at
An elaborate Easter pro- secretary; the J. H. Haleys, of Jackson Hospital.
• ••
gram was presented at the Mt. Harvey, 111.; Ora David, of
Canaan Baptist Church spon- Chicago; Peggy Damron, of _Sick list; Linnie Fowlkes,
sored by Ella Mae Hunter. It Corinth and Georgia South- Mary Johnson, Will McMulwas climaxed by an Easter ard, of Red Ray, Ill.
len, Eugene Anderson, Mary
•• •
egg hunt.
Smith, Maud Trotter, Jerome
••
The Spiritual Four Quartet, Pirtle, Hester Johnson, E. L.
A JOB WELL DONE
•
The Charity Business Union of Reinzo. Miss., gave a musi- Rooks, Dirvie Hunt, Will
Colonel Samuel McDowell !left). represent- Society held its quarterly al at the Church of God in Brown, Luella Anderson, Lucy
ROTC, following a formal review held on
ing the U. S. Third Army, congratulates
• meeting with Rev. L. R. Wash- Christ. The program
the campus. Looking on Ls Lt. Colonel
was Luter and Turner Reid.
ington, general president, pre- sponsored by the I.,ove and
North Carolina A & T Cadet IA. Cornell
William Goode. professor of military
CITY
JOHNSON
siding. The meeting was fol- Charity Society.
Fuller, commander of the school's Army
science at the school.
lowed by an Easter program
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Officers for the group are
at Mt. Zion AME Church.
Elsie Hastings, president; BesMary F. Evans, and chil•••
sie Dilworth, pitiful treasurer; dren of Chicago, are visiting
Twin sons were born to the Mary McMillian, treasurer; her parents, the Frank J.
'aseph Powell, Srs. on March Rev. W. W. Hamilton, chap- Wilson. Mr. Wilson is sick.
,29. The babies have not been lain; and Geneva Walker, sec- I
• ••
named.
retary.
The annual upper East
•• •
Tenn and South West VirSick list: Louise Allen, An- ginia gArt Festival was held
nie Owens, Norris Graham, at Langston High School.
BATES VILLE
• ••
and Viola Dilworth.
By MATTIE WATKINS
Rev. T. K. Owens conducted
The Bible band and MisSTARK VILLE
the services at Thankful Bap' monary meeting held its regBy LEANDY MOORE
list Church recently and Rev.
SOUTHERN BEAUTY
ular meetings this week.
Charlie
Burton,
Pensaof
• •
J. F. Birchette, Jr. was the
Winsome Helen Kennedy, the reigning "Miss Southern
cola, Fla., a former resident guest speaker at the Unitarian
Rev. and Mrs. T. L. Thomp- of
University," is taking advantage of the early Spring sunStarkville visited Walter'Church.
son attended church services
shine in Baton Rouge La. as she poses with her stuffed
Burton who is ill.
• ••
at Lafferty Church.
•••
boxer in front of the Student Union Building. A senior in
• ••
Rev. C. C. Mills and the
Josie Franklin and niece, Friendship Baptist
Economics, Miss Kennedy came to the university from RayChurch
Sick list: E. L. Taylor and Cathy
Roberts, were in Mem- choir of Greenville, Tenn.,
vine, La.
Mary Harris.
1phis last,' weekend to visit her conducted the afternoon servidaughter Mrs. James Mabry. ices here under the sponsor•• •
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ship of the deacons. Rev. Mills
The Floyd Wade family is Moderator of
CAIRO
the Bethel
spent
Easter
in
Tupelo
with Baptist District Association.
By DAN CLARK
TOP COED SPEAKERS
his
parents.
The Willie Sheards have re• ••
el11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111' turned
•••
Winners in the annual public speaking
from Clinton, Ky.
Feaster, Greensboro, who won firs( place
The Johnson City Council
The Robert Banks spent last for Community Concerns
Last rites for Clifton Kil- mie Day, 22, of Jackson, Tenn., where they attended the fucontest at North Carolina A & T(olicee
In the declamatory division. Mrs. Pearl
week
end
in
Starkville
with
neral
of
his mother, Willie
In Greensboro are (center to right Sara
lion, of Trussville, Ala., were were held at Lane Chapel
sponsored a panel discussion
Bradley, associate professor of English,
parents. The Banks are now meeting
Reardon, of Edgefield, S. C., who placed
held in Birmingham's Poole C.M.E. Church with the Rev. Sheard.
at the Power Board
makes the presentations.
• •••
residents of Jackson, Missis- blvd.
J. S. Williams officiating.
first in the originality division, and Nellie
Funeral Parlor. Burial was in
Audrey Harold, of Detroit, sippi.
Burial was in Lane Chapel
the Trussville
Community Cemetery with Stephenson- and her sister Dimple were
Cemetery.
Shaw Funeral Home in charge. here for their father's funeral
• ••
Day was a specialist 9-c, U.S. He was Authur Williams.
DYERSBURG
•••,
Funeral services for Amelia Army, member of the 4By FOSTER HARRIS
W. Hanson of Trussville, Ala., H Club work and active memKinard Garner, son of EmThe former Louise Matthews
Mt. Joy Baptist Church with ber in Lane Church.
ma Lee Garner, has returned
became the bride of Rev. HarRev. H. J. Lane officiating.
Survivors include a wife, to civilian life after three
rison Pierson, of Elgin, Illi• ••
Edith, his parents, two daugh- years in the Air Force. He is
After five months of nego- declaration as "a giant step
nois. The couple will reside
returning from Japan.
Last rites for Victoria Dot- ters and other relatives.
NEW YORK — The Scottstiating with industrial leaders, toward developing and mainin Chicago, Illinois.
•••
son Robinson, 63, of Bates.
.
.
Club,
Scottsdale,
Girls
in
dale
the Toledo Federation Coun- taming a climate
COLP
of good will
ville, Ark., at Davis Funeral
Last rites for A. Mae Ruscil has secured a pledge from 'and progress for
Mary Joyce Hamilton and Arizona, has just been elected
basic human
Home Chapel with Rev. S. E. saw, 39, of Johnson City, By ANNA BILLINGSLEY
leading businessmen to im- relations in the community."
The Mt. Olive Baptist Ruthie Jones have joined the to membership in the Girls
Tenn., were held at Grace
Mitcham officiating.
plement a policy of equal opChurch and Rev. Raymond class in practical nursing at
Present at ceremonies anMrs. Dotson, originally from Temple Church with Rev. Mrs.
Clubs
America,
of
Inc.,
a
naportunity in employment and nouncing the agreement were
Parkview Hospital.
St. Louis, worked for the Pull- V. S. Redd officiating. Burial Davis held their annual Local
.
.
.
federation
tional
of
girls
clubs
advancement.
Atty. J. Slater Gibson, Advisor
man company in that city for was in the West Lawn Ceme- Sunday School Congress reForty-one industries, depart- to the Federated Council; WilThe Bruce High School in 22 states and in Canada,
cently.
tery with J. D. Ledford Fu21 years.
ment
stores
and
banks
under
band,
the direction of Mrs. David K. Spofford, GGA
Churches attending were St.
rep- liam A. Smith Jr., Director of
She is survived by a mother, neral Directors in charge.
resenting over 40,000 employ- the Frederick Douglass
Paul Baptist, Marion, Ill.; Grady Black, will compete in
ComAlice Lewis, of Batesville; a She is survived by four sons, Hopewell, Carbondale, Ill.; and the Musical Festival in Jack- president, announced.
ees in Ohio's Lucas County munity Association; A. G.
brother, James Henry Dotson, Paul Russaw, of New York, Hey. A. Summers from the son, Tennessee on April 11th. The Scottsdale Girls Club
have committed themselves to Spieker. contractor: Frank
...
of Chicago; a sister, Rosa Lee and Johnny, Eugene and Ken- Freewill Baptist and Rev.
becomes the 100th club affiliatthe policy of non-discrimina- Troy, President of the
Toledo
Dotson, and a noire, Mrs. neth. all of Johnson City; four George P. Jones from Shaftion in their businesses.
The Dyersburg "Laneites" ed with the national organizaChapter of the NAACP; Eddaughters,
Katie,
Brenda,
Dr,
BarV.
R.
Hui,
minister of the
Dr. James Bond, psychol- ward C. Ames, Public RelaYancy Montgomery, both of
are here from Lane College for tion, this year celebrating the
fer,
both
in
Colp.
bara and Vanessa Russaw, of
Broadway Temple AME Zion ogist, who headed the Negro tions Director
Batesville.
The theme of the conference the Spring holidays, they are centennial of its first
of Owens-IlliJohnson City; a mother, Bermember Church
• ••
in Louisville, Ky., has groups in the TFC termed the nois; and Mayor John W. Potwas "Meeting the Needs of Sandra Whitelaw, Anne ElizaRussaw;
and
tha
two
sisters,
Club,
Girls
founded
in
WaterFuneral plans are in progbeth Hudson and Maartha
Youth
announced
in
This
his
Changing
ter.
candidacy
for
bury, Conn.. in 1864,
ress for Jim Stone, of Bates- Elizabeth Erwin and Mildred Times." The main speech was Adams.
I Others who attended prethe Bishopric in 1964. He has
•••
ville, Miss., who died follow- Warnble of New York.
Major requirement for affi- been a minister for 29 years
given by Rev. Sumner.
vious conferences with indus•
•
•
ing a long illness. He was a
The Bruce School faculty liation of a girls club into Girls and
tries
a
arner, E. G.
Is
a
prominent
civil
leadcivic
prominent
worker.
Dorcus Court No. 53 and students contributed $41.57 Clubs of America, Inc., is the
Weathers, Ohio State EmployCr.
•••
ills
platform
promises
a
Heroines of Jericho celebrat- to the Red Cross Drive.
ment Service; and Tedd Parr,
operation of a daily after.
• *•
Funeral services for Ben
ed Palm Sunday with a traof CORE.
School program in a perman- Program to get more security'
Davis of Corinth, Miss., were
for
ministers
The
A. Adams of Gibson ent clubhouse, for girls of from
and developmental
ditional program at Masonic
held at Lusk Funeral Home.
Hall. Mrs. Oceola Keathly, County were guests of their six through high school. Girls of a more widespread program CHICAGO ILLINOIS
Burial was in the St. Rest
husband,
daughter
Rev.
and
M.A.M., served a repast of ice
Clubs supplement church, for Joining the church and Courage and presence of
Cemetery with Lusk in charge.
cream and cake following the and Mrs. J. H. Fenner.
home and school in offering community. Election for
the mind by Mrs. Mary Smith, 41,
•••
•••
program.
opportunities for self-expresof 3347 Fulton st., saved ten
office will be held at the anual
• •
Rev. G. K. Harris, II/ was sion and development.
Funeral services for Ray'of her eleven children when
mond McCluskey, of Corinth,
The Mt. Olive Baptist recently called to Philadel- The Scottsdale Girls Club, General Conference of the AME fire attacked their first floor
ATLANTA, Ga. — The Clark Church congregation attended phia, Pa., for his father's fu- founded
Miss., were held at St. Mark
in 1960, has a mem- Zion Church in Indianapolis, apartment.
Missionary Baptist Church. College Debating Team has the anniversary celebration at neral. Mrs. William Winston, bership of almost 600 girls, Ind, Itt.y 6-20.
Anthony, 2 years old, is re- 13—Correspondence
Burial was in the Liberty the distinction of being the Shiloh Baptist Church. Rev. his mother-in-law and his with approximately 200 differ- Clubs
covering from critical burns at
Cemetery at Liberty, Ala., first Negro team to compete Raymond Davis was guest daughter, Stephanie, accom- ent girls regularly participat' Franklin Boulevard Hospital 1.0N ELY? PE HAPPY, JOIN
T1111.
panied him.
pastor.
with Lusk Funeral Home in
ing in the weekly program.
where he was rushed by fire- American 01.10. Boo MT. Gary, Ind.
in debating tournaments at
Send for information today.
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•• • •
charge.
Enrollment at the Scottsdale
men who rescued him from a
•••
the University of South Caro- Sick list: Mary Simpson,
Easter sunrise service at Girls Club includes Indian
30—Female Help Wanted
clothes closet. He had sought
Last rites for Authur Wil- lina and Florida State Univer- George Anna Baker and John Grace Presbyterian Church children, Chinese children. Nerefuge there while his mother MAIDS — N. Y. to 565 wk
Tickets
was
well attended. After the gro children and Mexican chil- The "Book clt Gold Turns was escorting the other chilAndersen.
sent. Jobs waiting. M • M. NM,
liams, 76, of Cairo. Ill., were sity.
210 Post Ave., Westbury, N. Y.
services a breakfast was serv- dren, giving the members an to Silver" is the theme of the dren to safety.
held at Mt. Moriah M. B. At the South Carolina the ,
N
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ed in the church dining room. opportunity to work and play1,Fort Valley State College
Church.
The fire gutted the two-story luaranteed
ohs $35 - 355 as Fare advanced
team walked away with first
••
together with girls of sevorallBenefit Fashion Show to raise building and loss was placed Mallory Agency. Lynbrook. N.Y.
He died from burns receiv- prize for best speaker won by
BATESVILLE
Sarah Harris and her daegh- races, creeds and color.
ed when his bed caught fire. William Gordon.
,proceeds for the Scholarship at $25,000.
By REV. CLEY JOINER
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•• •
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the Ntemphle markat. We pay 25 pal
Lodge No. 83, a patron of the all qualified high school gradRev. T. L. Lipton, of Nes- thalia
cent •nd '30 per cant contract cornactivities,
Robinson,
Eva
and
without
emphasis
winninl,
prize
O.E.S. Lilly of the Valley uates."
sinews on the dollar
bitt, Miss., wag guest minister Noonan.
Backdoor Ben Again?
on competition, a girl may radio announ(
The Newt Trt-State Defender
Chapel and a past Joshia of
Members of the team are at the Easter services at New
22141 I. Weiltnetnn St.
achieve a measure of success er who wrU
SOUTHBEND,
Memphis, Tennessee
England
—
Heroines of Jericho.
Jacqueline Bennett, Louisville; Hope M. B. Church.
JACKSON
for the first time in her life. share the bill
•••
(UPI)
When
—
Mrs.
•
M.
LynWilliam Gordon, Atlanta; BeaBy C. A. AGNEW
•
This helps to build self-confi- ing with Cleve
don woke up and went down- 112—Spiritual Advisors
Funeral services for Kayte triee Madison, Birmingham; The New Enon M. B. Church
The four top students of the dence."
land's original Mary
stairs to make the morning
Jones, of Dyersburg, Tenn., and Lamond Godwin, Mobile; congregation gave an elaborate Merry High School senior class
Holt
The Scottsdale Girls Club Al's Combo.
tea, she found a burglar who
PRAYER CAN
were held in Park Memorial The Clark debators have ap- Easter program for their min- of 1984 are Gloria Jean Atchhas a board of 30 directors. who, The Fort Valley College will had broken into her house
HELP YOU
Cemetery.
peared in competition on most ister, Rev. C. W. Joiner, Joana erson, valedictorian; historassume
responsibility for rais- co-feature students to model,sound asleep in an easy chair.
TIND OUT HOW MIRACLE OF
•••
f the college campuses in the Jordon was the mistress of ian, Robert Brown; saluta- ing
reR
an annual budget of $30,- teenage and college styles for The burglar fled when Mrs. ran work wondersPRA
for you. Slater Jones.
Funeral services for Lem- eastern United States.
ceremonies for the occasion, torian, Wilma Shaw: and es- 000
Box 71tV2. ChIc•E• 103.
the future.
Lyndon screamed for help.
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By G. W. IVEY
Mary Hunter is the proud
mother of an 8 pound boy,
Elliot Barnard, born March 9.
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Girls Club
Rates Honor

41 Toledo Businessmen
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Mother Recues
10 Children In
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MAY 1 — DAY OF COTILLION — IS THE TOPIC
Left-right: Misses Billie Barnett, Patricia Allen. Helen
Barnett, Katheryn Woods, Carolyn Porter, Willie Murray

Geor
lanta
offIC
plaqi
40th
N. K
Atlai
E. C

and Francis Mitchell.

OF PARTIES AND TEAS DEBUTANTES TALK
Left-right are: Misses Cherlye Davis, Judith Carol Martin,
Wandra Johnson, Carol Marie Thompson, Rena Orlean

Tho

CheatWatts, Arenthla Senoria Leath and Rosie Beverly
ham.— (Photos by Hooks Bros.)

Debutantes Aspire To Become Therapists, Etc.

ifc0ritei Ann.

Ester.
Miss Carol Marie Thompson escorted by Ronald
aspires to become a lawyer. From Melrose:
Miss Cherlye Davis, daughShe is thk, niece of Miss Harry
Mae Simons. Her escort is ter of Mr. and Mrs. Caleb
Davis, aspires to become a
Cecil Lincoln.
Miss Arenthia Senoria Leath mathematician. She is being
plans to teach. She is being escorted by Fred Lewis Jones.
Miss Patricia Allen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Allen
is preparing to become a dietician. Her escore is Clark Metcalfe.
Miss Katheryn Woods plans
to teach. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods.
Aleary Ankton is her escort.
From Woodstock School:
Miss Billie Barnett and her
sister, Miss Helen Barnett are
the daughters of Mr. and Mrs.
Benro Barnett. Billie wants to
be, a nurse. She is being escorted ' by Malcolm Khekeld.
Helen aspires to be a math
teacher. Her escort is James
Canten.
Miss Carolyn Porter has set
her sights on being a teacher.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ermarr Porter. Her escort
is Lonnie Stevenson.
Miss Willie Murray, has
chosen physical therapy as her
profession. She is being escorted by Arnell Smith.
From Lester High School:
Miss Francis Mitehell,
daughter of Mrs. Chestine
Mitchell, wants to be librarian.
Carl Campbell is her escort.
From Carver School:
Miss Ilona Orlean Watts, is
planning to become a foreign
language teacher. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Melvin T.
Watts.
Mis Rosie Beverly ,Cheatham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Cheatham, is preparing
to become a sociologist. Her
r
NORM
CAB LYN .ANNE
escort is Phillip Henry Jackson.

Of the 14 debutantes in this technician. She is being esGreene,
issue, four attend Booker T. corted by Gerald
Miss Wan dr a Johnson,
Washington high school; three daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
attend Melrose high school; Jerry C. Johnson, wants to be
four at Woodstock School, and a nurse. Charles R. Diggs is
one each from Carver, Lester her escort.
and Mitchell Schools.
From Booker T. Washington school are:
Miss Judith Carol Martin,
daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
Elmer Martin. She has set her
plans to become a Medical

by
C. Cooke A

• NI home decorated with freshSHAW MAKES SQUAD
Lane College and Jackson- ly cut flowers. The many
lairs all are proud of their na- !guests who called were registive son, Will Shaw, who left tered by a long-time friend,
for New York last week for Mrs. Louise Praither.
Upon entering, each guest
the Olympic try-outs with the
NAIA team. Shaw, one of the ,was ushered through the resmallest members of the ceiving line by Mrs. Daisy T.
squad, standing 61", has won Show. Attending the lovely
his way to the top by demon- dining room, which was drapstrating his ability in basket- ed with an exquisite heirloom
ball, having been the top scor- cloth of the Merry's, were
er in the NAIA for two Mesdames Alfreda Porter and
straight years. If well wishes Edna White who served homewill do it, he is bound for the made cake squares decorated
in gold, frappe, mints and
Olympic team.
Your scribe was called to nuts.
The many gifts received by
Chicago, III, last week due to
the death of a relative, Russel the noted couple were regisWilliams, Sr. Mr. Williams tered by Mrs. Troy Clay. HostDouglass High school has
spent his early childhood in esses were Mesdames Margabeen granted a charter for
Jackson but had lived in Chi- ret Savage. Lila Gilliam and
'membership in the Junior
cago for more than 40 years. Mattie Merry. Soft music was
I Classical League, a national
MISS SARITA BROWN
He was a retired elevator me- furnished by Mrs. Willie Mae
organization for students of
chanic at the main post office Lewis.
classical languages.
In the receiving line with
in Chicago.
The recent induction cerethe honorees were two generHOME FOR HOLIDAY
monies featured songs, scripMartellous.
son,
ations.
their
tures and sprayers done in
The Easter holidays brought
Latin by Dr. Robert E. Watmany persons home to spend of Jackson, a grandson, little
kins, head of the Classical Lanthe joyous occasion with fam- Larry Mallory of Memphis,
guage department at Memphis
ily and friends. Visiting the Mrs. Mallory's sister and husState university.
bedside of Mrs. Maude Trot- band. Mr. and Mrs. John Hall
ter were her sister, Mrs. Mag- of Mbbile. Ala. and their
The engagement of Miss Sa- !science of degree.
Officers of the chapter were
more
Many
granddaughter.
and
Nashville,
gie Trotter of
rita Fannette Brown and I While a student there. she installed by E. A. Teague,
wished
for
years
are
happy
Simmons,
L.
and Bancroft
Ralph Otis Johnson is an- i was a member ot the univer- retired Latin teacher, formernephew, ot Dayton, Ohio. Mr. the couple.
nounced this week by her par- I
ly of Manassas High school.
sity choir, the student governSimmons accompanied h is NEW IDEA CLUB
I of interest in
ents, Mr. and Mrs. George H.
The
mother, MR Hazelle SimWith the onset of spring, the Brown. Sr., of 1550 S. Welling- ment, MENC and belonged to Latin at Douglass is largely
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. the result of enthusiasm and
mons, daughter of Mrs. Trot- distinguished ladies in the ton St
ter, who had been visiting in New Idea Club decided to take
Miss Brown is a member of energy generated by Charles
Mr. Johnson is the son of
a look at themselves and con- Mr. and Mrs. Arthemon John- the faculty of Merrill Elemen- J. Reed, Latin instructor, and
Dayton.
Guests in the home of Mrs. centrate on a "Lovelier You" son of Orlando, Fla. The wed- tary school.
' Andrew Kelly, president of
Ovallie Goodrich were two of at their March meeting. If ding is planned for early sumMr. Johnson is also a gradu- the new chapter.
her daughters, Mrs. Paulyn you had seen the fashionably mer.
Douglass,is one of the fses
ate of Florida Ad.cM universiGoodrich -Caruthers of Kansas dressed ladies in spring attire,
Miss Brown is a graduate of ty at Tallahassee and is pres- high schools in the Memphis
City. Mo. and Mrs. Ovallie you would have thought the Florida A&M university where ently a teacher in the Orlando area which holds membership
. Bowles and her little daughter'same as I. "No room for im- she obtained her bachelor of public school system.
in she organization,
of Cleveland. Ohio. Also visit- provement." but the commitI The engagement and ap- Claremont Circle.
ing` was her granddaughter. tee, headed by Mrs. Lucille
'proaching marriage of Miss The wedding has been s, •
Mrs. Marauita Harris. who is Sangster, thought differently.
.Carolyn Anne Norment has for June at St. Paul Baptist.
Mrs. Annie M. Bond discussthci... daughter of Mrs. Gracie
.been announced by her parHit of Jackson. She was ac- ed "From Skin Out" and dements Mrs. Edward Lewis of 1144 E. McLemore Aye.
companied by her two small onstrated lingerie and garMiss Norment is an instruc1500 CoMpton Ave. and Calvin
lchadren.
ments form the fittings deINorment of 3175 Rochester Rd. tor at Norris Elementary school.'
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vaulx partment of Rosenbloom's in
The bridegroom:to-be is Ma- Before graduating from Tenhad as their guests their two Jackson. Hats, appropriate and
We Hove A Complete Line
non Whitney, son of Mr. and I
nessee State A & I university
daughters and families from tyr:es for individual personalMrs. Lue Whitney of 2100.
Of Gorden Supplies
• Manphis. They were Mr. and ities. were discussed by Mrs.
- in Nashville, she attended
Spring Time Is
M. John Stokss. nee Bobbie Atene Nlanvy. while Mrs.
Booker T. Washington high
Planting Time
and infant daughter, Odessa Dunlap gave the latest
school.
•Garden Seeds
.Serri; and Mr. and Mrs. word on accessories.
Whitney is an instructor at
• Flower Seeds
Jots Catchings. nee Owida
Mrs. Vivian Bell was the
Hamilton high school. He grad\Truax.
charming hostess to the meetPot Flower Plants
uated from St. Augustine CathMS ANNIVERSARY
ing in her spacious home on
olic high school, before gradInsecticides & Fertilizers
gpsv wonderful it is re be HayS Ave. A delicious 'Menu!
uating from LeMoyne college.
We Are Across The Street
',hefted with the happioss,
was served to climax the
s college
Immediately after
From The Library
high married for over 55
cling.
BOSTON—(1.1'1)—Mrs. Mal- career he served two years in
yrs. Celebrating this joyous
Open from 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Th.- next big event in Jackcolm E. Peabody said she was the U.S. Army.
occasion recently were Mr. and son is the "Fashionetta" givready to go to jail again in the He is a member of Ward
Mrs. Millard Mallory who re- en annually by Alpha Kappa ,
South for the canine of civil Chapel AME church.
side on South Cumberland St. Alpha Sorority, Inc. The date
rights.
The setting was their heatiti- d. April in.
72-year-old.
sprightly
• The
mother of Gov. Endicott Peabody arrived here on a plane
from St. Augustine, Fla., after
7 Days A Week
a stop to change planes at Newark, N. J.
• Steaks
She was greeted at the plane
by her husband, retired Epis• Chicken
copal Bishop Malcolni E. Pea• Private Dining Room
Should a new R.N. have her oil,
body, the governor, and other
!rev qualify for flight
members of the family.
ball writers the nation over. Hazzard was
11111',Ing--or one of the many
%%LT HAZZAHD, I.J. C. L. A. basketball
• Seafoods
hatmci in the clouds?
The Bishop kissed her as she
unanimous choice for Olympic 'leans.
%turd holds trophy awarded him as "BasNo one has more right to. other Air Force nursing spe1
• Sandwiches
stepped from the plane.
ketball Player Of The Year" by basket.
cialties should call or write
Ed?' after three or more diffiM/Sgt. Hollis W. Walton,
• Famous Bar•II•Oue
cult years of nursing educa- USAF Recruiting Office.
tion, she's embarked on one of Room 38, Federal Building.
For a real JAll atlas
the world's proudest careers. Memphis, Tenn., Phone 534What's more. i-he can he in
LIVIE JAZZ
the clouds for redl by heeomink a flight nurse urn ,-e aeroSillily Mat 2:00 till I:01 P.M
space tam—.the United States
Force.
Air
visit the
Flight nurses have charge oi
sched- Hall, 10:30 a.m. English Dehas
College
LeMoyne
the sick and injured on reguweek of activity oastm(snt will present Orson
Orc.,:cr New Salem Banti4 uled a full
larly scheduled Air Force
for its annual Spring Festival, Wells' film version of Kafka's
evacuation flights. from 1,.a,PS chur:.1. 1:80 Mississippi Blvd.,
April 13-18.
"The Trial," Lecture Hall.
overseas hack to hospitals in will conduct a revival from
MONDAY, April 13--Panel 2:30 p.m.
April 12 through April 17.
the United States.
WEDNESDAY, April 15 —
Featured minister will be the • discussion. "What is Academic
PAY AND PRIVILEGES
Nelson. pastor of Freedom?" — Lecture Hall, Fine Arts Club presents conThey also take part in hu• Rev. C. T.
New Friendship Bap- 110:30 a.m. Centennial Tea hon- cert of recorded music, Limanitarian missions to help Greater
tist church of Cleveland, Ohio.!oring freshmen students whose Israry, 10:30 a.m., and a rerun
C(IFF11116 1,0 Till Sam OM'
victims of natural disasters.
Rev. G. B. Brown is pastor I parents attended LeMoyne, of "The Trial," Lecture Hal!,
They are officers with the
Room, Library, 2:30- 2:30 p.m.
Alumni
church.
the
of
OPEN
DAILY FOR YOU
same pay and privileges as
4:30 p.m.
It A M Vault
' male officers. They enjoy an
• TUESDAY. April 14—Eng• active social life, a 30-day paid Know Your Negro History lish Department will present Know Your Negro History
Phu 025 11/51
212 Netaaaaa
'
vacation each year and a libIn 1890, there were 7.488.676
Of the 697,624 U.S. slaves in 'readings from Shakespeare
eral retirement plan.
I
States.
United
the
in
in Virginia. by freshman students, Lecture Negroes
Nurses who want to find 1790, 292,627 were

Douglass Gets
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I'd Go To Jail
Again, Says
Mrs. Peabody

OPEN 14 HOURS
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George W. Lee, district manager of Atlanta Life Insurance company's Memphis
office, second from right, is seen accepting
plaque from the firm honoring him on his
40th anniversary with them. From left are
N. K. McMillan, assistant agency director.
Atlanta, who made presentation; Rev. A.
E. Campbell, president of the Tennessee

Regular Baptist Convention and a vice
president ot the National Baptist Convention USA, Inc., and Rev. W. H. Brewster,
pastor of East Trigg and Pilgrim Beet Baptist churches, and chairman of Educational Board of National Baptist Convention.
(Withers Photo)

Lt. George W. Lee, manager were George T. Hollornan, audof the local branch of the At- itor from the home office, and
ta Life Insurance company, N. K. McMillan, also from Atas honored during a program lanta, agency director in charge
marking his 40th anniversary of branches in Tennessee, Kenwith the firm, and a large tucky, Missouri and Kansas.
number of friends and ne-i Presiding at the program
quaintances were present to was'Rev. W. Herbert Brewster,
help him celebrate,
pastor of East Trigg Baptist
Among those guests, who church, who praised the honwere seated on the platform inoree as a "selfless man," who
the firm's auditorium, were'had devoted his life to the
Lonnie Walker, local manageripromotion of others.
of • the North Carolina Mutual]PRAISE LEE
Life Insurance Company; H.I
Devotion was given by Elder
A. Gilliam, vice president and
G A Evans, pastor of the
agency director of Universal
!Walker Memorial Christian
Life Insurance Company; and
--ehurch, and prayer offered by
Bert Bates, local businesstfinTi
Rev. Eugene Bates.
and politician.
As one entered the lobby, Representatives from three
his eyes met numerous mem- organizations gave three-minoirs of Lt. Lee, which covered ute testimonials to Lt. Lee.
his four decades as an out- They were Frank Scott, represtanding citizen of Memphis. senting the Elks; Mrs. Lola Lee.
Included were photographs, who spoke for the Lincoln
monstrous scrapbooks filled League, and W. W. Walker,
over Who represented the insurance
with clippings from
the country, and jackets from field.
three books which he authored. S. S. Sartin, assistant man.
The jackets were from the age!' of the Memphis district,
olumes of "Beale Street Sun- presented' gr -clOek to' •Lt. Lee
down," "Beale Street Where on behalf 9( the entire orgartithe Blues Began," and. "River zation. McMillan presented him
a plaque on behalf of the offiGeorge."
In charge of the celebration cial family Of the firm.

By Rosemarie Tyler Brooks In his judgment, the bill must
(Washington Correspondent) be passed by summer.
WASHINGTON—What While he did not mention
national bloodletting he said,
might have been a press con"The timetable is determined
ference inspired by incredible by
the public order and trail
doses of optimism on the staquility of the U. S,"
tus of the civil rights bill was
Coming in late, Democratic
brought to normalcy by the
Sen. Joseph Clark of PennsylRepublicans.
vania
joined the Republicans
Called by the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights as by saying, "I do not see how
we
can
pass this bill. To say
a part of a one-day meeting of
61 of their 80 affiliate organi- so, requires faith.
With some vigor and anger,
sations, the Democrats led by
General Hubert Humphrey he termed the filibuster "a
staunchly claimed they were gruelling, puerile, ridiculous
"not prepared to sacrifice a struggle, but "I don't see how
Semi-colon or a coma" of the we can break the filibuster."
In contrast to Democratic
bill.
It was Sen. Jake Jawing Whip Humphrey who felt his
(R. NY) who presented "prac- forces had 63 of the 87 votes
tical facts" on the status of needed for cloture, Sen. Clark
the bill: at present, there are countered by counting "only
a shortage of votes for a do- Mt depending on his mathehire, a shortage that lies in matics."
the Mountain and Western It was Sen. Case who aptly
states.
indicated that this bill had a
"It is hard to believe that chance (whatever the comthis bill will not be amended. promise) because for the first
. . . and we must be open- time in his experience "we
minded about these amend- have a President who needs
ments," he said.
a civil rights bill—and this is
His final "practical fact" not taking potshots at the
was the timetable of the bill. Democrats."

JAMES W. HOSE, JR., NEWLY QUALIFIED WOOD RADGEMAN IN MIDDLE
TENNESSEE SCOUTING, discusses the
scouting program with his daughter, Kim
6, member of St. Vincent de Paul Brownie
—

Pack 271, and son, James W. Hose, III,
member of St. Vincent Boy Scout Troop
279. As a holder of the Wood Badge Beads
Hose has reached the highest lesel as an
adult trainer in Scouting.

Walking the picket line in front of Binghampton laundry are two serious-faced
young women, At the right are four youngsters who were clowning Just as the photographer took the. photo. The picket is
being carried on by the local chapter of
CORE, headed by Rev. James E. Smith.
Also affiliated with the chapter is 0. Z.

Lvers. The laundry is located at the corner
of Tillman a
Johnson Sts., CORE claims
that although the laundry is located in
predominantly a Negro neighborhood and
99 per cent of Its customers are Negroes,
the manager will not hire Negroes as
clerks. (Photo by Billy Duncan)

e

NEW BRONZE QUEEN
Miss Brenda Kay Monroe, right, was
crowned "Miss Bronze West Tennessee"
In the annual pageant held recently at the
Merry High School gymnasium in Jackson, Tenn., before 1,000 spectators. Seen

here with her, from left, are Miss Martha
Shaw, first runner-up: and Miss Carolyn
Yvonne Fly, second runner-up, all holding
bouquets of red roses given winners by a
Weal firm.—(Mark Stansbury photo)

Out of 18 entries, Brenda 1 1er of Radio Station WJAK
Kay Monroe of Jackson, Ten- with "Nell" alsO of WJAK
nessee captured the title of making the gift presentations.
"Miss Bronze West Tennes- Organist was Quinton Robinsee" before a crowd of ap- son. Co-chairmen of the anproximately 1,000 spectators nual affair are Mesdames Anon Thursday, March 19 in the na L. Cooke and Affreda PorMerry High School Gymna- ter. Mrs. Essie M. Perry is
president of the Jackson
sium.
Miss Monroe won the title Alumni chapter of Delta Sigwith her piano rendition of ma Theta sorority.
"Polichinelle" Op. 3, No. 4 and
"The Cat and the Mouse."
She is the daughter of Rev.
and Mrs. W. M. Monroe, a
senior honor student at Jackson High School and a piano
student of Mr. George Mueller
NEW YORK—)UN t—Swedat Jaco's School of Music in
ish soprano Birgit Nilsson canJackson. Along with the title
celed her appearance at a
she was presented a $300
scholarship to college by Del- Jackson, Miss., concert before
ta Sigma Theta Sorority, spon- a segregated audience.
sor of the affair, a sports out- At the same time the operatfit and shoes from local mer- ic star announced that in the
future she intends to sing only
chants.
First runner-up was Martha before "integrated audiences."
Shaw, daughter of Mr. and She said she made her deciMrs. Robert Shaw, Jr. of sion when she heard that there
denionstrations
Jackson with her dramatic might be
GETTING AN EARLY START
presentation of excerpts from "which might be physically
Pete Higgins, an outstanding membership worker for
citizens
harmful
to
the
of
Jackthe speech made by Dr. Marthe NAACP, reported 50 memberships to Mrs. C. L.
tin Luther King during the son."
Thomas, branch secretary, when the drive got underway
March on Washington. She is Miss Nilsson issued the folhere recently. A trip to Washington, D. C., Is this yawls
a senior honor student at Mer- lowing statement:
prize for the person writing the highest memberships over
ry High School in Jackson. "When I returned to this
150.
Miss Shaw was recipient of country on March 7, the NAAthe WJAK Radio scholarship CP informed me that my conof $100.00.
cert in Jackson was to be be- with a contract which was for the benefit of an integral; ,
Second runner-up was Ca- fore a segregated audience. signed over a year ago and ed institution for children Vier
rolyn Yvonne Fly of Hum- This was the first time I be- which I consider inorally and whole-heartly endorsed by Dr.
boldt, Tennessee with a dralegally binding, I had to find a John A. Morsel!, assistant excame aware of this fact.
matic reading "I Hear Singing
ecutive director of the NAACP"
"Feeling very strongly that solution.
Americans." She is the daughall people should have equal "On March 7, my suggestion in New York, anti by -Cherie*
ter of Mr. and Mrs. David Fly
"
,
rights to attend a concert, but of turning over the fee of this Evers, field secretary M the
and a senior at Stigall High
at the same time being faced concert to a worthwhile cause NAACP in Jackson.
school in Humboldt. All received roses from Adis.
Edna Carolyn Poe from East
High school in Madison County was third runner-up. Her
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Van
Poe of Pinson, Tennessee.
Fourth runner-up was the
first out of state entry, Dora
Lee Beans from Liberton, Mo.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Beans.
18 ENTRIES
The eighteen entries performed in the areas of dramatics, instrumental and vocal
music, dance and special numbers. Something very different, although the attractive
miss did not place in the
finals, were Personal Imitations given by Melba McCulRegister your club with the Tri State Defender for greater news
lough from Montgomery High
coverage. There is no charge. Simply fill out the above form and Meg
school in Lexington, Tenn.
it to the Tr1 State Defender, Post Office Box 311. Memphis. Tennessee.
Master of ceremonies J. But-

Swede Cancels
Segregated
Miss. Concert

"Spring Elegance In Fashions" is bow a fashion show
was described, sponsored recently by the Elks educational
department and Hattie Lee Temple No. 1095. Chairman
of the show Mrs. Inez Wallace. said "not in years has
so much Spring elegance been dashed into one show."
Her vice chairman was Mrs. Modessa Coleman. The above

Concerned about education are the above Elk members;
In the past 20 years the National Elk's department of
education has raised $1.5 million for 950 scholarships
for students, both white and Negro. Presently 40 students
are on the 1962-63 Elk's scholarship roll. George W.
Lee is the grand commissioner of education. Above are.
first row, Mesdames Lillie Scott. Modena Colemse

models are: Seated, Mrs. Marion Mitchell, who narrated
the show. Standing, are Mrs. Arenilla Malone, Miss I.
Jean Hill, Mrs. Ida Jones, Mrs. Judie Eiland, Mrs. Thelma
Davidson, Mrs. Pauline Sware and Miss Dorothy Merrill.
—Photo by Campbell's Studio)

Hulbert, Virde Ingram, Eleanora Townsend, Millie it.
Ballard, (Una James, J. Carruthers, Pearl Stevenson.
Second row:.Erank Strout, Mesdames Inez J. Wallace, Mary
Lou Washington, Mr. Robert Clark, Bertha Jenkins, Louise
Allen, Jana Porter, A. Collier. Mr. Laurige Hulbert and
Mr. A. Collier.

WELCOME WEEK
Used Car Shoppers Bargain's-Bargains Buys For Everyo
ne
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EVERYTHING
GOES!

1963 FORD
Ton, Long Bed Pick Up, Green.
Custom Cab, 12,000 Miles Actual.

5 895

1960 Oldsmobile 88, 4 Dr.
Sedan, R.N., Autom., P.S.B., Factory Air

SI295

S 495

•
'1960 Rambler, 4 Dr., Sedan, R.H., Stick Trans. .5 795
1961 Chevy Impala, H.T
. R.H., P.B.S., Air Conditioned

51595

-‘
'•.‘ 1960 Ford Station Wagon
'
N Automatic, R.H.. P.S.

5 995

1,•s 1962 Chevy Impala. H.T.
R.H., Automatic, P.B.S.

$1895

1956 Oldsmobile 88 Coupe
Automatic, R.H.

5 395

1959 Oldsmobile Convertible
• R.H., Automatic, P.B.S.

$1395

\ 1960 Oldsmobile 98 Coupe
R.H., Power

$1595

' 1961 Oldsmobile F-85
. 4 Dr., Sedan, Automatic, R.H., W.S.W.
fN,
• 1962 Starfire Convertible
P.S.B., White W Red Interior

$1395

$2695

-`
S1195

• 1959 Ford Sedan
Automatic, Tutone, R.H.. 4 Dr.. A Beauty
1959 Oldsmobile 88 Holiday
Automatic, R.H., Coupe

5 695

SI 095

1961 Oldsmobile Super 88
'. Factory Air, R.H., 4 Dr.

$1795

1960 Oldsmobile 98. 4 Dr. Sedan

$1395

1961 T. Bird, Automatic. R.H.

$2395

1961 Chevy Wagon
Automatic, RM.. Beautiful Gold Mist

$1395

1963 Oldsmobile 98
R.H.. P.B.S.. Factory Air. Like New

$3395

1962 88 Oldsmobile, 4 Dr.
Sedan. Autom„ P.B.S., Autom., Air Cond.

$2095

$1195
R.H., V-8,

1962 CADILLAC
53495
4 Door Sedan, Light Blue, Fully Equipped, Including Factory Air, Extra Sharp.
1961 CADILLAC
$2995
Sedan DeVille, Fully Equipped, Including Factory
Air. Extra Sharp.
1960 CADILLAC
$2595
Sedan DeVille, Fully Equipped, Including Factory
Air, Extra Sharp.
1963 PONTIAC
$3195
Bonneville, 4 Door, H.T., White W Red Interior,
Fully Equipped, Factory Air, Extra Sharp.
1959 CADILLAC
$2295
Coupe Deville, Blue, White Top, Blue Interior,
Fully Equipped, Factory Air.
This Car is
Exceptional.
1960 OLDSMOBILE
$1795
98. 4 Door, H.T., White, Red Interior. Fully
Equipped, Factory Air. One Owner. Must See
To Appreciate.

1963 CADILLAC
$4895
Coupe DeVille, Mist Green, Dec. Top, Tan Leather
Interior, Bucket Seats, Fully Equipped. Factory
Air. Spare Never On Ground. A Real Dream.
1962 PONTIAC
Station Wagon, Catalina 6 Passenger.
Equipped. Factory Air, Extra Nice.

FREE OIL
For As Long As You Own The Car!
1963 Chevy 11, Like New
R.H., W.S.W., Automatic

1964 FALCON
$2295
Futura, 4 Dr., Sedan, R.H., Automatic Trans.
W.S.W. Tires, 2,000 Actual Miles. Like New!

12

196: Falcon, 1 Dr., Sedan
R.H.. Stick Transmission.

.
\• 1955 Chevy Wagon. Autom.. R.H.

1963 CHEVROLET
$3195
Impala Convertible, Super Sport. L. Blue, with
Leatherette Interior. Fully Equipped. Factory
Air. 10,000 Actual Miles

FROM

CASH FREE
To The Purchaser of
Any Car Listed Below

1960 CADILLAC
$3295
El Dorado Seville Coupe. Fully Equipped, Factory
Air. 26,000 Actual Miles. One Owner. Extra
Sharp.
1958 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille, Fully
Extra Sharp.

$1295
Equipped, Factory Air.

1961 CHEVY WAGON
$1895
Parkwood, White W Red Interior. R.H., Automatic.
25,000 Actual Miles, W.S.W. Tires, Real Sharp.

OLDSMOBILE

BR 6-6613

see

1961 Falcon. 2 Or.. Futura
S 845
White W Red Interior Leather. Bucket Seats
1961 Corvette. Beautiful Blue
R.H., Stick Shift

_ ...
-.4,...*,....j•"'•.-"'.- It ''''

.SOUTIIERN -MOTORS,INC.
Factory approved warranty available ONLY
yroin your Caguas° dealer
341 114144—JA 64307 er JA 74140
Open Ilurslass

. S 995

1959 Oldsmobile Convertible Super 88
$ 995
RAI., White W Back Top, Autom.. Power B.
& Steer.

1964 CHEVELLE
$2495
Mablin 4 Door, Pretty White, Blue Interior, V-8,
Automatic, All Factory Extras

'

1962 SUPER SPORT
$2195
Impala, Convertible. White-Red Bucket Seats, V-8,
Automatic, P.S.B., Factory Air, 11,000 Actual
Miles. ,
1963 SPORT COUPE
$2395
Impala, V-8, Automatic, P.S.B., R.H., W.S.W.
New Car Warranty
1959 T-BIRD
Solid Black, White Tires - Sharp

52295

1961 Comet, 4 Dr., Sedan
R.H., W.W.T., Autom.

1964 SUPER SPORT
$2995
Beautiful Blue, Bucket Seats, 4 in Floor. 425
H.P., V-8, Rose Traction, The Hottest One in
Town. Save S1,000.

1961 Falcon, 4 Dr.. Sedan
Full Factory Equipped

$ 995

1964 Studebaker Daytona
Sedan, V-8, R.H., Autom.
This Car Has Less Than 2,000 Miles

$2395

WORKING MEN USED CAR LOT
Many Cars & Prices To Choose
1962 Chevy II, 4 Dr
Sedan, V-8, R.H., Autom. Trans.

S'395

1960 Ford Fairlane (500)
R.H., Straight Transm.

,

S 195

1963 Chevy Belair, 4 Or.
R.H., Sedan - Sharp

51995

1963 Buick, 4 Dr
Sedan, R.H., Automatic

$1895

$1395

1962 GALAXIE (500)
SI 395
Pretty White Red, V-8, Automatic, P.S.B. One
Owner. Loaded With Extras.
1960 MERCURY
$1295
Factory Air, Full-Power, One Owner, Like New
1963 RAMBLER
$1395
Almost New-Real Good Gas Miles-Low, Low Notes
1959 CHEVROLET Belair
$ 795
R.H., W.S.W., Low Notes, Good Gas Miles, Nice
Car.

1961 FALCON
S 795
6 Cylinder, Straight Drive, R.H., W.S.W., Low
Notes, Good Gas Miles.
•
1959 FORD
$ 795
Red & White. One Owner. R.H., W. Tires

1958 CHEVROLET
5 695
Pretty Green, 4 Door, 6 Cyl., Automatic, R.N.

.....0'

Russell Reeves
e

1961 Comet, 4 Dr. Wagon, R.H., Autom. ...5 995

1957 FORD (EL 500)
S 695
Red& White, V-8, Automatic. The Sharpest in Town

Many Ittrro Trots Willa to Choot•
low Iiooncrol—Up to 34 Month' to PrI

962 Union

$2495
Fully

1963 Galaxie (500) XL. R H
$2595
H.T.. 300 H.P., 4 Speed Forward. Black W White
Interior, Bucket Seats. This is a Steal

$95.00 DOWN Approved Credit

1963 SUPER SPORT
S2595
Impala, Solid Red, 409, Automatic, Bucket Seats.
New Car Warranty.

1

A...i
USED CARS
HULL Doggs ,

USED CAR DEALER
$5000

_ ,
,4
THE LID'S OFF•.•

SO18

FORD
......

MEMPHIS' OLDEST

CI

•----- -I_
41

1954 FORD
$ 395
2 Door, Hardtop, Black & White, New Tires-Sharp

See or Call Joe White
or Tom Huston

o. P. DONALD
MOTOR CO.
426 UNION-526-4840
YEARS ON

71
THE HILL
A I I. PRICES WITH ‘1•1'110% I il I
P.' DI I

Check These Prices & Cars Before You Go Anywhere

1958 Cadillac, 4 Dr., H.T.
51195
Fully Equipped, Power & Air Cond. One Owner
1959 Chevy Wagon, V-8
Straight Transmission

$ 895

1954 Ford, 2 Dr., H.T.
R.H., Automatic Transmission

S 245

1956 Ford, 9 Pass., Cty. Sedan
S 395
Autom., Beautiful Tutone Green & White. See This
Car Today!
C C

L.JJK - '-33K C 0

1959 T. Bird, H.T
Fully Equipped, Power & Air.
& White Leather Interior

.
S1395
Solid Black, Red

1960 T. Bird, Beautiful Green
$2095
Matching Int., Fully Equipped. Power & Air.,
29,000 Actual Miles
1961 Belair, 2 Dr., V-8
R.H., Automatic, Air Cond.

$1395

1959 Ford Cry. Squire
R.H., Solid Black & Red Interior

S 995

1962 Pontiac, 4 Dr.
R.H., Autom. Trans., W.W.T.. Real Sharp

$1495

1962 Ford Galaxie
V-8, R.H., Air Conditioned

$1195

1159 Ford, 2 Dr.
H.T„ V-8, RM., Autom. Trans.

S 895

Our Courteous Salesmen
Are Ready To Do Business
On The Spot
Financing No Problem, We Own Our
FINANCE COMPANY
THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN MITES
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Scrollers Stage First
Sweetherrt's Pace
The Scrollers club of Beta was selected as second alterLambda chapter of Kappa nate All Sweetheart contestAlpha Psi fraternity presented ants were sponsored by memIts first annual Sweetheart's bers of the club.
Dance on March 26 at Cur- The Scrollers are attemptries Club Tropicana. Ben ing to establish the first chapBranch and his orchestra ter of a Negro fraternity on
furnished music.
the campus of Memphis State.
During intermission t h e Officers and members of the
club crowned Miss Carla Al- club are James Greene, presilen, a Memphis State univer- dent; Bobby Collins, vice
sity freshman, the first queen, president; Burials Hall, secreand presented her with a doz- tary; Ivory Johnson, treasen red roses. Miss Allen is urer; Alfred B. Roberson, Eda speech major.
die Newby, Arthur Webb, WilMiss Bobbie Jones, a junior, lie Jones, Warren Brown,
was first alternate, and Miss Thurmond Glover, Edmund
Phyllis Ross, a sophomore, White and Michael Braswell.

LEMOYNE THINCLADS
,a scholarship to play for
,TRAVEL
'Southern University in Baton
The track team of LeMoyne Rouge when the Florida Schol.College pitched camp in Mont- arship Committee was late in
gomery for a two day week- approving Costa's request.
The grant reached Hendricks
end stand in the Alabama
',.State Relays, commencing an- a few days after he had comether cinder schedule away pleted ,data to attend Southfrom home season. The Mad ern and Costa had no way of
Magicians have been content knowing that his loss was a
with limited action in track little more than routine. Last
arid field in recent years, sel- season Henuricks was rated
ilk,dom appearing on any local the number two third baseman
11,oval. Following the Friday and in the Southwest Conference
Saturday competition at Ala- behind Grainhling's "Scooter"
bama State College LeMoyne Garnett. The latter star signed
is slated for a dual meet in a major league contract with
Jackson, Tennessee against ,a reported substantial bonus.
Lane College.
I HENDRICKS COPS MVP
The Purple Waves haven't Southern participated recentdecided on the May 1-2 dates. ly in Tallahassee in a Florida
Only Douglass and Manassas, Earlier in the week Hamilton
They will appear either in the A & M sponsored baseball
.remain undefeated after the had defeated Carver 8-6 and
Miss Carla Alien, holding bouquet of red roses, was sealiernate: Cheryl Scott, Frances Hunt, Jacqueline Harris
ancient Tuskegee Relays or to tournament and Costa must
second week of the young base- took the measure of Washinglected and crowned queen of the Serener& club of Kappa
and Emma Moore. On back row, from left, are Eddie ball season. Last week Doug- ton
Nashville where the A A U is have had mixed emotions
4-0 behind the one-hit
Alpha Psi fraternity at the organization's first annual
oldin g Olympic tryouts. when Hendricks walked off
Newby, Warren Brown, Alfred B. Roberson, Ivory John- lass won two unexpectedly easy pitching of southpaw
Curtis
Sweeth-art's Dance here recently. Seated from left are
Coach Jerry - Johnson may with the Most Valuable Playson, Nam Jones. James Greene, Arthur Webb, Thrumond victories over Father Bertrand Davis. Melrose split a pair, low
Misses Jean Burnett, Ellen Crowe, Shirley Hill, Bobbie
choose the latter meet because er Award. Like many young
Waver, Burnis Hall, Michael Braswell. Bobby Collins and and Hamilton. The Red Devils ing to Lester 4-0 and beating
of the potential of his captain collegiate stars Hendricks is
Jones, first alternate; Miss Allen, Phyllis Ross, second
Edmund White.
thrashed Bertrand 13-4 in* 40- Washington 3-1. Willie Fuller
and star quarter miler Milton being hounded by major leadegree weather, coasting to evened his pitching record at
Mack. Mack has been the shin- gue scouts. Hendricks' ambivictory after a six-run first in- 1-1 by fanning 15 Warriors and
ing light on an otherwise tion is to become a pro player
fling explosion,
allowing only two hits. In a
mediocre squad usually an and should he sign ivory huntA gain st Hamilton again desperate attempt to get in the
outlet for athletes who might ers will have to dig deep beDouglass used a big first frame, win column after dropping its
rind the goings a little rough fore Jaguar mentor Emory
tallying
four times, to triumph first two games, Carver had to
Hines will consent to depart
in other sports.
18-4
over
previously undefeated settle for a 6-6 tie with ManesFreshmen basketball play- with his sophomore phenom.
sas. The game will be replayed
Hamilton.
course
it isn't the choice
Of
eis James Sandridge and Maat a later date. Manassas came
Douglass
righthander
James
of
Hines
but
you can be asrion Brewer will ' participate
from behind to down WashingFowler
racked
up
his
third
win
that
he'll
sured
be
looking out
with the cindermen, Brewer,
ton 6-4 for the Tigers' first win.
as his mates clobbered Howard Bertrand bounced
who will do the high jumping, after his players and their inback after
Terry
and
his
two
successors
terest
keen
with
_a
vigil
since
was a point getter last year
suffering two losses to swamp
for
two
doubles,
a
triple
and
many
a
youngsters
Negro
have
with Booker T. Washington's
Lester 12-2 with James Austin
homer "by catcher Curtis Wil- picking up the win.
Region Three Champs. San- gloated over possible future
Van Luliams.
William
Bolden
accountstardom
in
tho
majors
and
dridge was a baseballer at
cas, a converted catcher-to.
ed
for
three
of
Hamilton's
runs
were
lured
into
signing
for
Melrose and this will be his
short
lea
with a homer in the seventh
first start in track as a miler. "chicken feed" bonuses compwped
allop
outo
t aidtw
;
tic
with two outs.
Frankie Brigance's presence in pared to the five and six figBertrand cause.
I •
the 100 yard dash pushed the ures given whites to ink pacts.
Richard Jones was the vYlnlibrarian.
prep's top sprinters to record Exceptions are increasing but
ning pitcher when Lester
breaking performances last re still rare.
The awards will be present- trounched Melrose as if the
year. The former Melrose JONES TO ILLINOIS
ed by two Memphians, James damage he caused during the
SUNDAY SCHOOL BANQUET
The assistant coach of the
speedster will be entered in
L. Draper, representing the cage season wasn't enough..
At their Annual Sunday School Teachers' banquet are:
the short dashes. Other year- University of Illinois got the
Kinney, Diane Whitley, Misters Kenneth Guinn, John American Library Association,
LEAGUE STANDINGS
lings which dominate the Le- assurance last week that LesSeated left to right: Mesdames Frances Johnson, Dossie
litddick. Ralph McCoy, Eddie Hughes, James Collier, Na- and William Gaskill of the Team
W. L. Pct.
Moyne squad are Fred Leg- er's Richard Jones will acAmerican
Institute
Wilson, Gertrude Clay born, Alma Murrell, Nancy Ward,
of
Archi- Douglass
thenial Braden add Lether Boyd. (Photo by B. T. Mc0 1.000
gett, Ben Porter, and the lone cept a scholarship to continue
tects.
Jennie Bounds, Thelma Thorpe and Julia Roberts. (StandCh Aston I
Manassas
1 0 1.000
junior and top scholar Merri- his basketball career with the
ing) Mesdames Beatrice Riddick, Beulah Roberts, Vete.le
The awards will be present- Hamilton
3 1
.750
Fighting Illini in the Big Ten.
weather Rodgers.
ed following an address by
Lester
1
1
5.00
• The Southern Intercollegiate A trip to the Champaign-UrMrs. Gentry Roberts, princi- Bertrand
1 2
.333
Athletic Conference Track and bana campus during the week
pal of Hamilton Elementary Melrose
1 2
.333
Field Meet held in Atlanta, of the Region tourney, accordSchool. The program will Washington
3
I
.250
The annual Sunday School Guinn, Miss Valeria Smith,
May 8-9, will bring the season ing to Jones, sold him on Illistart at 10:30 a.m, and will be
Carver
II 2
.000
Teachers Banquet was held Jerry Murrell, Mr. and Mrs.
to a close. However, Mack, nois.
held at Second Congregational
who tours the 440 in the vi- Then Jesse Peacock, his first recently at the South Park- David Garrett, Mrs, Marie
Church, across the street from
akeinity of 47 seconds, hopes to coach at Lester, may have
LeMoyne's campus.
East Church of Christ, 1Woolridge, James Roberts Sr.,
CARTER J.C. SEED CO.
Ilragain qualify for the N AIA helped to sway the All-Ameri- way
Gassner-Nathan-Browne, de- 18 5 Front
South
at
2063
Parkway
East
Mrs.
Hugh
Roberts
Mrs.
52:-.8856
Sr.,
can
6-7
star.
Peacock's high
finals.
Queen Holmes, Mrs. Grace LeMoyne College this week Price, president of the college, signers of LeMoyne's unique Gorden Seeds, Flower S•eds,
FLORIDA VICTIMIZED
. school coach is Illinois' head Blvd.
All Plants
Hollis F. Price Library, will
Florida A&M's 1982 SIAC basketball coach. Coach Ira
Before the dinners were Tardy and Charlie Clayborn. is included in the Second Li- and the other to Mrs. Mae I. receive
We Are Located Behind
a special award later
,
baseball champs stopped in Spillers, Peacock, Jones and served, Nathaniel Braden, The superintendent of the brary Buildings Award Pro- Fitzgerald, the college's chief
Lowitnatlen
Deportment Store •
In St. Louis.
gram sponsored jointly by the
Memphis that year enroute to Charles Faulk visited t he minister of
the church, intro- ' Sunday School Department is American Institute of Archithe NAI A Tourney held in University campus by a priEddie Hughes Jr. His assist- tects, the American Library
St. Joseph, Mo. The Rattlers vate plane. Faulk is still un- duced the, speaker of the eveant is Luther Boyd.
Association, and the National
were rained out in a pair of signed but is likely to attend ning, Nokomis Yeldell, minis1300k Committee.
ter of Vance Avenue Church
tuneup games at Bellevue Tennessee State.
Know Your Negro History Two merit awards will be
of Christ.
Park. That same afternoon
Among guests were: Eli There were 4,652 Negro tai- presented at LeMoyne on
Rattler Coach William Costa Not Funny,
Ruffin, Oliver Johnson, Mrs. lors in the United States in Thursday morning of this
showed a vital interest in RAGUSA, Sicily
(UPI)
Charles Hendricks, one of the — Student Guglielmo Jozzia Delores Stanback, Mrs. Irene 1910.
week, one to Dr. Hollis F.
city's top graduating prepsters. was killed in an,auto accident
Hendricks was the short stop while on his way to Bologna
and the league's slugging lead- University to present his thesis
er wit h pennant winning for a medicine degree.
Doug/ass High School. Hen- The titie of the thesis was:
dricks was advised to accept 'A Case of Violent Death."

Douglass, Manassas
Tom In Prep Baseball

Sunday School Teachers Honored

LeMoyne To Get Two
Awards For Iibrary

11E110_5Y MARAUDER PARK
LANE 2 DR. 11.
And wild cherry and lime
and irepe and lemon and
mint, too ... each added to
the world's finest vodka.
Just pout seer ice, add a
mixer it you wish,and enjoy.
70 101.704 • POEIAREll 0140 IOTTlf0 NV
Cl(hR SPRING 5157311.111G Cs. 0.500001 en

The answer will be supplied at the coronation to he held at St. Mark AME church
in Osceola, Ark, this coming Saturday at

6:30 p.m. Above is Presiding Elder J. M.
Watk;ns as he crowned Miss Lois Jean
Agnew. last year's queen.

Rollaway Bowling Lone Otters Recreation for the
entire family and the young at heart. Exciting
and enjoyable, Bowl at the finest Memphis has.
I ii 32 Alleys
• AMF Fully Automatic
Pinspotters
•Subway Boll Return
Row' Where You
See The
AMF
"Magic Triangle"

•FREE

Boselong
Soturdays 9r00 A.M.
to, Groups of 30
Fro. Transportotion
Coll 918.8548

FEATURING AMF
Bowling Supplies And
Equipment For The
Entire Family.

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME
Address

Mother's name

Number of papers wanted we
Phone number__
Mail to: TR1-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis,

MERCURY
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Monterey
Montclair
Montclair
MOntclatr

2-dr.
2-dr.
2-dr.
4-dr.
4-dr.
WT.
H.T.
4-dr.
4-dr.
4-cir.

Lise

Soh
Prwe

S2982
$3214
$3230
$3039
$3016
2,61
3618
s
$4

$2555
$2735
$2748
$2601
$2631
10433
$34

S3161 $3165
S3854 $3235
S1229 $3526

MERCURY rt
Montclair WT.
Montclair H.T.
Montclair H.T.
Montclair WT.
Montclair H.T.
Montclair H.T.
Montclalr H.T.
Park Lane 4-dr.
Park Lane 4-dr.
Park Lane 4-dr,

$3692
$3462
$4273
$3789
S3841
S4254
S3835
S4433
S4454
S4559

$3110
$2930
$3560
$3185
$3226
$3546
$3221
$3687
S3704
$3785

Persons about to select vegFor the complete list, get
etables for the garden might Publication 418 and 419 from
Service
find helpful the 1964 garden the county Extension
office.
variety guides published by
The publications are revised
the U-T Agricultural Exten- annually to provide the latest
sion Service. Copies are avail- variental information for Tenable from the office of county nes.see fruit and vegetable
agents and home agents.
growers.
The vegetable variety leaf
let lists a dozen different tomato varieties than can be
successfully grown in Tennessee, many of which are wiltresistant.
Among the red varieties, the
author, J. J. Bird, associate
horticulturist of the U-T AgWASHINGTON - (UPI) ricultural Extension Service, Unemployment among breadsuggests Valiant, Moreton hy- wianers equalled the lowest
brid, Big Early hybrid, Won- rate of the last seven years
der Buy, Big Boy and Mona- during March, although the
pal, and others. Two pink va- over-ill rate held steady at
rieties, Gulfstate and Pink 5.4 per cent, the Labor DeShipper, and one yellow, the partment reported.
Sunray.
B
'The department's monthly
Bean varieties recommend- report showed that the uneminclude
Contender, Top- ployment rate for married men
ed
crop, Corneli 14, nmdercrop, dropped to 2.9 per cent durall bush beans; and the pole ing the month.
varieties of Blue Lake, Blue
That mark has been equalRibbon, McCaslon, and Ken- led only twice before since it
tuck Wonder.
was established in August
Among the fruits, Bird lists 1857. The other times unemBlakemore and Dixieland ployment dropped that low
strawberries among others. In here in February 1960 and last
the publication there are 14 October.
different peach varieties sug- But the report said developgested for Tennessee, and a ments were less favorable fur
dozen apple varieties.
other workers.

NEW ORLEANS, La. - To
coordinate its stepped-up activities in the deep south,
CORE has opened a southern
national office here under the
direction of Richard Haley,
CORE associate director. The
office is located at 2211 Dryades St.
Haley held the formal openling on March 25 by calling a
press conference attended by
five CORE field secretaries
J. WILLARD BOWDEI•1
working in the deep south
J. Willard Bowden, secretary of the State Pardons and
Paioles Board joins Gove. Frank G. Clement in review• area: Ronnie Moore, Dave
Dennis,
Isaac Reynolds, Mary
ing the list of Negroes hired in various State offices during
Hamilton and Edward Holpast months. Governor Clement named Bowden the first
WORKING FOR CIVIL RIGHTS
lander.
member of his race on the State Pardons and P-aroles
"In the first months of opeArthur Shores, noted civil rights attorney
the civil rights bill "without crippling
Board in 1963.
ration, our major concern will
of Birmingham. Ala., and Mrs. Douglas
amendments," and here they are seen
be in the states of Louisiana, Horton of Randolph, N. H., co-chairman
talking with Senator Thomas J. McIntyre,
and Mississippi because most
of the National Women's Committee for
iDem.-N.H.1. More than 100 delegates of
of our personnel and activity
Civil Rights and former president of
the United Church of Christ from 24
is currently centered in those
Wellesley college, represented the United
states spent three days in Washington
two states," Haley said.
Church of Christ recently In calls on U.S.
working for prompt civil rights action.
In Mississippi, CORE is
Senators to urge immediate passage of
working in conjunction with
other civil rights groups --NASHVILLE - A number part-time (prison) chaplain, through the Council of Fedeworker,.one;
welfare
pracone;
of Negroes have received Porated Organizations. In Louisisitions under the present state tical nurse, five; social work- ana, CORE is working inde- .11$
er, one; psychiatric social pendently, concentrating on
administration, heretofore not worker, one; public health
voter registration.
held by members of their race. nurse, one; homemaker, two;
CORE is the first national
The number one example is dormitory supervisor, 12.
civil rights organization to
J. Willard Bowden, secretary The list also includes such open a southern
office in a city
of the State Pardons and Pa- categories as one machine op- other than Atlanta.
New Orroles Board. Gov, Frank G. erator, senior grade; three cos- leans is the oldest CORE group LEXINGTON, Ky.-(UPI)- said he would be given the least one.
University of Kentucky foot- same opportunity as any other High school star Westley UnClement appointed him a metology board inspectors; in the deep south.
ball coach Charlie Bradshaw such player, the normal proce- geld of Louisville, a Negro, is
member of the Board - the three skilled laborers and one
said the school will recruit its dure being to give, such volun- reported to have been on the
first of his race - in 1963.
carpenter, Highway Departfirst Negro varsity football teers at least three days to Kentucky campus.
Bowden's new position is one ment; one assistant road deplayer from Kentucky high prove themselves,
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Be Wise! Choose
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ANY TIME 24 HRS A DAY
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